Community Living Kingston and District is a CARF-accredited
organization

Performance Measurement and Management Plan
Community Living Kingston and District strives to have a very robust quality improvement process throughout the
organization. This QI process will be utilized to ensure that the organization’s mission and goals is being achieved by
supplying data that can help inform decision-making.
Preparation
Items considered
When Identifying
Gaps and
Opportunities
Input from persons
served, personal
other stakeholders
Characteristics of
Persons Served

Expected results

Extenuating
Factors Influencing
Results
The Comparative
Data Available

Communication of
Performance
Information

Technology to
Support
Implementation of
PMM
Processes

Current Plan and Processes

Current Processes: Input is sought through formal surveys and in face-to face
meetings/correspondence as issues arise.
Gaps: Lack of structured manner by which to proactively obtain personalized input.
Opportunities: Creation of new QA position may allow for structured reach-outs.
Current Processes: Data is collected on age, gender, transportation barriers, communication
styles, and mobility needs. Other data, such as diagnosis, is collected in Nucleus but may not be
aggregated each year.
Gaps: Is likely much more data that can be mined.
Opportunities: QI work has largely been an add-on to existing Manager workloads. Creation of
new QA position will allow for more focused review. May allow for more focus with social
determinants of health
Current Processes: Targets are based on significant amount of measured past agency
performance.
Gaps: None identified
Opportunities: None identified
Current Processes: These are extensively discussed as part of data evaluation.
Gaps: None identified
Opportunities: None identified
Current Processes: Targets are based on significant amount of measured past agency
performance.
Gaps: Not much comparison to industry benchmarks as a further comparison tool
Opportunities: Creation of new QA position will allow for more focused review
Current Processes: Newsletter and website used to convey ‘user friendly’ report cards to
communicate information.
Gaps: Not sure how many people this reaches.
Opportunities: Revamped website offers more opportunity to push information via social
media. Creation of new QA position will allow for more focused review
Current Processes: Significant use of technology and evolving tech practices in conjunction
with Nucleus and Service First.
Gaps: None identified
Opportunities: None identified

What needs to be done
Collecting relevant data on
characteristics of persons
served

Who will lead and how it will be
done
The Manager of Quality Assurance will
meet with individual program Manager
and leaders to identify the most
relevant data to be collected.

Results achieved for the
persons served (effectiveness)

The Manager of Quality Assurance will
meet with individual program Manager
and leaders to identify the most
important measures for each program.

Experience of services received
and other feedback from
persons served.

As led by the Manager of Quality
Assurance, the organization has two
methods by which to receive this
information from persons served: A

Current Plan and Processes
Data is collected on age, gender,
transportation barriers, communication
styles, and mobility needs. Other data,
such as diagnosis, is collected in Nucleus
but may not be aggregated each year.
Each program has different effectiveness
measures, depending on their specific
focus. Measures may change from year
to year depending on the acuity of the
data and the changing needs of the
program.
The peer administered survey has proven
difficult to administer during COVID
because of obvious limitations. After
almost two years of this disruption, the

peer delivered survey and an
online/paper survey. The peer survey
is the preferred course of action.

Experience of services received
and other feedback from other
stakeholders

Resources used to achieve
results for the persons served
(efficiency)

Service Access

Collection of data about persons
served at various intervals
(beginning of services,
appropriate intervals during
services, the end of services,
points in time following services)

Identification of priority
measures determined by the
organization for business
function objectives

Ensuring data integrity- validity,
reliability, completeness,
accuracy
Examining extenuating factors
that may impact results

Establishing timeframes to
analyze data and communicate
results.

Determining how data is
collected and analyzed and how
performance improvement plans
are developed and implemented
Determining how performance
information is communicated
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As led by the Manager of Quality
Assurance, the organization solicits
feedback in a three-year cycle
involving staff, families, and community
partners.
The Manager of Quality Assurance will
meet with individual program Manager
and leaders to identify the most
important measures for each program.

The Manager of Quality Assurance will
meet with individual program Manager
and leaders to identify the most
important measures for each program.
This is led by program Managers, who
direct staff to collect data in Nucleus.

This is led by the Manager of Quality
Assurance, in consultation with other
Directors around the most important
measures to collect. These are based
off of regularly used reports such as
those related to health and safety,
finance, governance, etc.
This is led by the Manager of Quality
Assurance, who develops data
integrity processes.
The Manager of Quality Assurance
and the individual program Managers
review possible extenuating factors
with program leaders when data is
ready to be analyzed.
The Manager of Quality Assurance
and individual program Managers are
responsible for establishing these time
frames.
The Manager of Quality Assurance
and individual program Managers are
responsible for determining this,
delegating action plans to their team
for implementation.
The Manager of Quality Assurance
consults with the Management team.

peer survey will likely need to be
completely re-built with the assistance of
an occupational therapist. Until this is
done, the online survey will be utilized.
CLKD may also institute using data mined
from the planning process for this.
In 2021, community partners were
surveyed.

Because of the volume of resources
dedicated to sick time, every program
utilizes the same efficiency measure,
which measures absence rates due to sick
time. Resources allotted to Required to
Stay (RTS) and training costs related to
staff turnover may soon be added.
Each program currently has their own
service access measure that is reflective
of the most pressing needs for persons
served.
This is completed at the beginning of
services and is updated at least annually.
Service data is also updated when service
ends. It is rare that data is collected
following services, as most cessation of
services is due to death or simple
transition to another program in the
agency.
A series of business function measures
considered the most important are in
evidence. These currently encompass
needs related to human resources, health
and safety, and finance.

Data integrity processes are noted at the
end of this report.
Each measure in place has extenuating
factors taken into account accordingly, as
noted within the QI report.

Each measure is analyzed at least
annually, though many are examined
more frequently (as noted in the QI
report). Results are communicated in the
same time frame.
Each measure has a separate
implementation and follow-up strategy.

Information is distributed using the Plan to
Distribute Performance Information.

Next revision: No later than December 2022

Plan to Distribute Performance Improvement Information

Intent
It is imperative that information related to performance improvement is shared with all stakeholders. A fundamental
component of the quality improvement cycle is the distribution of such information such that all stakeholders have
access to this information and that they have the opportunity to provide feedback on this information.
Procedure
The following guidelines will be followed in order to ensure that performance information is shared on a regular basis
and in formats that are useful to all parties. (Note: In the list below, “Other stakeholders” include parents, community
partners, and MCSS).

Stakeholder

Method

Ensuring Usefulness

Timelines

Feedback
Invitation
QI Report contains
contact information
for all Management
staff.

Persons
Served,
Personnel,
Other
Stakeholders

Annual Quality Improvement
Report will provide yearly update of
all performance improvement
activities. Report is available via
combox (for staff), on website, and
paper copies are available.

It is recognized that this document may not be the
perfect forum for persons served. As such,
primary staff persons will be encouraged to ask
persons served if they are interested in reviewing
the information for programs that are of interest to
them and explain this information to them.

Annually

Persons
Served,
Personnel,
Other
Stakeholders

Agency report card will be used to
communicate information in a more
understandable and meaningful
manner. The report card will be
posted on the agency website and
posted at program locations, as
appropriate. It will also be made
available in the Community Link
newsletter and/or the Annual
Report.

Report card will use simplified grades.

Annually

All users will be
encouraged to
provide feedback
via phone or email.

Persons
Served,
Personnel,
Other
Stakeholders

Agency website will contain up-todate information related to all
performance improvement
activities. Updates for all measures
will be made as data is available.

Attempts will be made to ensure that information
is presented in a very direct, user-friendly manner.

Wherever
Possible

All users will be
encouraged to
provide feedback
via phone or email.

Persons
Served,
Personnel,
Other
Stakeholders

Agency newsletter will have a
Quality Improvement section in
each edition in which progress will
be updated. Alternatively, blog
section on website may be
developed to suit same purpose.

Attempts will be made to ensure that information
is presented in a very direct, user-friendly manner.

Twice a year

Telephone and
email contact
information will be
provided in order
to encourage
feedback.

Personnel

Updates are provided at staff
meetings as requested by staff or
supervisors.

This format allows for the information to be
presented directly to staff in a face-to-face forum.

Wherever
Possible

Personnel

Bulletin Boards and combox
system in Nucleus Labs will be
used to convey information
wherever possible.

This will largely be in the same format as
information distributed to program locations.

Wherever
Possible

Interactive nature
of the forum invites
feedback and
discussion.
Invitation to
provide feedback
will be included in
any such postings

Note
This plan coexists with other documents detailing the Data Collection/QI Process and that may specify the timelines
by which to collect data for measures. Such documents include, but are not limited to, the Overview of the Quality
Improvement Process included in the Quality Improvement Report.
Review
Last review: 6 December 2021 Next review: No later than December 2022

Risk Management Plan- 2022
Purpose
Risk Management involves activities that deal with uncertainty and potentially harmful future events. The purpose of this
Risk Management Plan is to:
 Identify and minimize risk to Community Living Kingston and District (CLKD), the individuals served by the agency,
and the agency’s staff and volunteers.
 Address risk and increase awareness about identifying risk and how to minimize it.
 Assist in preventing harmful events
 Protect the individuals supported by the agency
 Protect the agency’s profile and assets
 Ensure the continuity of service provided by the agency.
 Utilize a practical and common sense approach that considers the needs of the individuals being supported first and
foremost.
This Risk Management Plan coexists with the agency’s policy on Risk Management (Policy # FN 1.09) and there may be
significant overlap between the two.

Community Living Kingston and District’s Approach to Risk
Risk exists in the day-to-day operations of CLKD. This risk is minimized somewhat by the agency’s cooperation with
monitoring bodies such as the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board and the Ministry of Labour, the use of the Public
Services Health and Safety Association, legislation such as the Social Inclusion Act of Ontario, as well as by compliance
with CARF Accreditation Standards and the province’s Quality Assurance Measures. The organization also seeks to
develop partnerships with other community organizations wherever possible. Internally, a Management team led by the
Executive Director, who reports directly to the Board of Directors, manages and monitors the organization.
Where necessary and appropriate, individual risk assessments are completed in an effort to determine the level of risk faced
by the individuals, staff members and the organization as a whole and the safeguards necessary to mitigate these risks.
An example of this is with the individual bathing protocols for those assisted by staff members with their bathing routines.
All individual bathing protocols will include a risk assessment.
The Risk Management plan is developed and reviewed by the Management team, who are similarly responsible for its
implementation.

General Strategies Used to Address Risk
On an everyday basis, the agency minimizes risk by using training, policies and procedures, equipment and tools, and
supervision. In addition, the following techniques are used to manage risk:
Avoidance: Discontinuing an activity or not offering a service.
Mitigation: Implementing activities to reduce the level of risk to an acceptable level (e.g., implementing policies and
procedures)
Retention: Accepting all or part of the risk and preparing for potential consequences by accepting deductible costs or selfinsuring
Sharing: Purchasing insurance, sharing responsibility with another organization, or contracting the service to another
business.

Specific Strategies Used to Address Risk
People
Area of Risk

Persons Served and Families

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Injuries and Accidents

Results of Actions
Used to Manage
Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Moderate
Moderate
· Policies and Procedures are followed and regularly reviewed with staff
· Staff receive orientation and training in a number of areas, including safety and
prevention (e.g., CPI, First Aid/CPR, WHMIS 2015, Q-Straint are mandatory.
ASIST and Mental Health First Aid have been added as requested)
· Injuries and accidents are reported and reviewed to identify any trends
· Specific interventions are noted in individual plans and Positive Behaviour Support
Plans are developed as needed. PBSPs are monitored by an assigned Behaviour
Therapist and by a registered clinician.
· Individual risk assessments are developed as needed
· Policies and procedures related to physical supports with persons served require
mechanical lifts to be used wherever possible
· External and internal Health and Safety Inspections
· Bathing protocols developed in Residential Services
· Policy related to bathing
· Emergency signage in vehicles, and safety inspections required before vehicle use
· Fire safety training with all teams
· Controlled acts training by nurse in place
· Trend analysis completed related to injuries.
- Joint Health and Safety Committee completion of site inspections at least annually
- Completion of health and safety training in Surge.
- All staff receive Driver Orientation training, reviewing use of Q-Straints, vehicles and
lifts.
- Individual transportation protocols in place for all persons served, as appropriate.
- Mental Health First Aid training completed with interested staff on regular basis.
- Worker reps trained in hazard recognition complete monthly health and safety
inspections at each location
- Safe Visit Assessment and Safe Visit Plan developed and implemented January 2021.
- For Family Services, staff have a Working In Family Homes guidance document to
assist with safety directives for both staff and persons served.
There were no significant injuries to persons served in 2021-22.

Item: Increased concern that G2 license may not be optimal license for drivers for safety
reasons and may not continue to be recognized by insurer. Will work with insurer to
develop further guidelines accordingly.
Persons Responsible: Matt Luck, Dixie Luck
Time Frame: Have direction in place by August 2022.
Item: Difficult to quickly and regularly train staff on effective driving and use of agency
vehicles. Agency transportation committee is comprised of very busy staff with other
duties. Develop new dedicated position or outsource driver training.
Persons Responsible: Dixie Luck, Sheri Scott, Rob Andrews, Jeff Harrison
Time Frame: Have direction in place by August 2022.

Area of Risk

Persons Served and Families

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Missing Persons

Results of Actions
Used to Manage
Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Low
High
· Specific protocols/interventions developed as needed
· Missing persons protocol/search kit at CIP
· Policy related to client distress (Operations 4.05)
· Manager On-Call system available to assist in these circumstances
· Serious Occurrence reports filed with MCSS
· Annual staff review of emergency procedures, including client distress policy.
There were no issues related to missing persons this year.

None

Area of Risk

Persons Served and Families

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Violence and Trauma

Results of Actions to
Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Low
Moderate
· Staff trained to assess safety and potential crisis (CPI)
· Code of conduct used to reinforce acceptable behaviour at CIP
· Abuse education for all persons served, and staff review abuse policies annually
- Staffing levels adjusted as necessary to reflect need.
- Guidelines to assist Family Services staff with processes in case they feel that it is
unsafe for them to work in a private home.
- Safe visit risk assessments completed in Family Services and Community Services
There were no significant reports of violence/trauma to persons served or families this
year
Item: Four staff (Hope Slack, Kayla Edwards, Lisa Pennock, Sarah Walmsley) are being
trained to be internal trainers around Trauma-Informed supports.
Persons Responsible: Rob Yeo is providing Management support ot this initiative.
Time Frame: Fully operational by end of 2022.

Area of Risk

Persons Served and Families

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Violation of Private or Confidential Information
Moderate
Moderate
· New suite of information management policies address confidentiality of information
· Nucleus Labs system is password protected so that users have access on a need-toknow basis.
· Nucleus system is monitored for possible security breaches, and all data is backed up.
· Contract with Service First for security of networked documents in place.
- Training around confidentiality put in place via Surge Learning Management System.
- Privacy and Confidentiality training completed at all new staff orientation sessions

Results of Actions to
Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

- Paper files of person served in process of being digitized and uploaded to Nucleus as
of November 2019. Digitization process has been completed, but not uploaded to
Nucleus or new FileHold system.
- User access settings regularly reviewed to ensure confidentiality.
- Nucleus instituted mandatory password re-sets every six months starting in 2019.
-Temporary download folders automatically cleared on a regular basis.
There were no reported concerns around privacy and confidentiality this year.
A number of new information management policies are being implemented in 2022.
Management support on this front is being directed by Matt Luck.
Item: All CLKD-issued personal devices (e.g., phones) are being switched to Android,
with Service First having the ability to manage and reset the devices remotely at any
point if they are stolen, misplaced, etc.
Person Responsible: Management support on this is being directed by Matt Luck.
Time Frame: June 2022
Item: Enhanced training around cybersecurity will be required for all staff in 2022.
Person Responsible: This training will be directed by Service First with administrative
support via Dixie Luck.
Time Frame: April 2022
Item: A number of agency documents that are not currently stored within Nucleus will be
transferred to a new File Hold system that has increased security and confidentiality
features.
Person Responsible: Matt Luck
Time Frame: Year end 2022.
Item: Nucleus in process of developing multi-factor authentication to enhance security.
Person Responsible: Dixie Luck is liaison with Nucleus
Time Frame: None set.

Area of Risk

Persons Served

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Abuse and Neglect

Results of Actions to
Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Low
High
· Policy OP 2.05 addresses abuse and neglect
· Board Policy 16 addresses rights and how to make a complaint
· Employees and volunteers are screened and supervised
· Mistreatment, abuse, and neglect is reported to appropriate authorities
· Reports of all abuse/neglect filed with MCSS
· All staff and volunteers required to complete annual training on abuse prevention and
reporting
· All persons served receive annual education on abuse prevention. Specialized classes
can be facilitated by Cathy Lawrence and Catharine Gibson.
- Abuse education training provided to all new staff at New Staff Orientation sessions
early in employment
- Online training for staff implemented via Surge.
There were no allegations of abuse or neglect brought forward through agency supports.
Item: The organization is developing a process to ensure that abuse awareness training
is provided at intake of a new service or when transitioning to a new area of the
organization. This is being done through the Service Pressures working group to

strengthen intake and internal transfer processes. A Terms of Reference has been
developed and ample progress is being made.
Parties Responsible: Erin Impola Time Frame: December 2022

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Injuries and accidents

Results of Actions
Used to Manage
Risk
Inclusion of Risk into
Performance
Improvement
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Low
Moderate
· Joint Health and Safety Committee of Management and Union representatives
· Agency has 28 Health and Safety policies, as well as several Operations policies that
address lifting, slips, trips and falls, and client handling
· Orientation and training for staff includes safety (CPI, WHMIS 2015)
· Major injuries and accidents are reported and reviewed for trends with recommendations
made to employer by Joint Health and Safety Committee
· WSIB coverage, health benefits
· External and internal health and safety inspections
· Ministry of Labour inspections
· All staff annually review policy on workplace violence prevention, as well as general
health and safety refreshers (slips, trips and falls prevention, MSD prevention).
· Safety checklist to be completed weekly before each use of a vehicle
· Ladder safety training completed with teams as needed.
· Orientation tips on how to avoid banging head in accessible vehicles
· Bump caps required for use by staff when utilizing accessible vehicles.
- MSD prevention and safe driving reviewed by new staff as part of new staff orientation.
- Cell phones provided to staff for emergency use if in community.
- Driver education training to ensure safety around lifts, driving, Q-Straint, etc.
- MSD prevention training in Surge.
- Inspections by internal health and safety reps who have training in hazard recognition at
each location.
- Footwear policy in place.
- All staff at Kwik Shred (including persons served) are trained in proper health and safety
procedures.
- All supervisors trained in specialized health and safety program via PSHSA.
-- For Family Services, staff have a Working In Family Homes guidance document to
assist with safety directives for both staff and persons served.
There were several lost-time injuries in 2022. One was the result of a vehicle accident;
one a concussion relating to being struck by a person served, one a repetitive strain injury,
and one a ‘freak’ accident later determined to have a non-work-related underlying cause.
CLKD has two business function outcome measures around staff injuries that assist with
monitoring performance in this area
Item: Increased concern that G2 license may not be optimal license for drivers for safety
reasons and may not continue to be recognized by insurer. Will work with insurer to
develop further guidelines accordingly.
Persons Responsible: Matt Luck, Dixie Luck
Time Frame: Have direction in place by June 2022.
Item: Difficult to quickly and regularly train staff on effective driving and use of agency
vehicles. Agency transportation committee is comprised of very busy staff with other
duties. Develop new dedicated position or outsource driver training.
Persons Responsible: Sheri Scott, Rob Andrews, Jeff Harrison, Dixie Luck
Time Frame: Have direction in place by June 2022.

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential
Risk
Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Illness or mental health

Results of Actions
Used to Manage
Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Medium
Medium
· Flu shot clinic held annually (put on hold for 2021)
· All employees have sick time for use when ill
· Fit testing (respirators) for all employees
· Policies related to infection control and pandemic preparedness
- Joint Wellness at Work Committee
- Peer Support and Peer Mentoring teams
- EAP Program
- Mental Health First Aid training completed with targeted staff on a regular basis
- Training in compassion fatigue and vicarious trauma done with new staff at orientation.
- During initial stages of COVID, a morale task force was implemented to attempt to keep
spirits up.
- Significant implementation of COVID prevention and management strategies (see COVID
safety plan).
- Videos about resilience while working during COVID have been added to Surge. These
videos were designed for CLKD by its EAP service.
- In 2021, a Director and two Managers participated in a mental health leadership program
put on by CAMH that increased skill and knowledge greatly, information which can be used
throughout the organization.
- CLKD has access to the Cultivating Community Wellness project that supports the mental
health and well being of staff in the DS sector.
- Partnership with Public Health and local pharmacy to hold COVID vaccination clinics in
2021-22.
None

None

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential Risk

Communicable Diseases

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Medium
High
· Employees requested to disclose any contagious disease
· Agency will pay for required immunizations as applicable to employee’s work situation
· Health and Safety policies address disease and infection control as well as respiratory
protection program
· Employees informed of persons served that may have communicable diseases
· Flu shot clinic held annually
-Respiratory protection program. Team of Fit testers (for respiratory protection)
expanded.
- Training around communicable diseases put in place in Surge.

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

- Significant measures taken to combat COVID, as noted in the COVID safety plan (see
elsewhere in this report). This involves extensive screening, staff remaining home if sick
until cleared by test results, enhanced infection control protocols, PPE usage,
asymptomatic testing of staff where required, and significant frequent collaboration with
Public Health.
- Pay incentive provided to staff to get COVID vaccine.
- Policies in place to direct vaccination requirements for staff. As of December 2021, all
staff are required to be vaccinated unless they have an approved exemption for a human
rights protected ground.
COVID had a significant impact on services due to widespread cases in early 2022.
Item: As was the case in 2020 and 2021, adherence to all directives from Public Health
and from MCCSS around COVID precautions and responses.
Persons Responsible: Sheri Scott, Peter Sproul
Time Frame: Ongoing
Item: FIT testing for respirators has been challenging in the COVID world, as access to
N95 masks has been a challenge and being able to schedule fittings has been a
challenge. CLKD will look at outsourcing FIT testing to get up to date in 2022.
Persons Responsible: Jeff Harrison
Time Frame: June 2022

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential Risk

Staff Turnover

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

High

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk
Inclusion of Risk into
Performance
Improvement
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Moderate
· Competitive benefits
· Staff recognition program
· Formal monitoring of turnover
· Exit interview process
· Health and Safety section of policy manual designed to ensure a safe workplace
· Participation in provincial HR strategy with OASIS and MCSS
· Implementation of Core Competencies training.
- Wellness at Work Committee to attempt to assist in advancing strategies that would assist
to quell turnover
- Hiring practice where staff are interviewed and screened in advance of actual hiring
needs put in place in order to decrease issues related to lag time in hiring
- Increased focus on diversifying hiring pool, including a focus on new
Canadians/temporary staff on a work Visa.
- Progress check-in by HR Manager with new employees before end of probationary
period.
Staff turnover was much higher in 2021, though the dynamics of the workforce seemed to
change significantly.
CLKD has a business function outcome measure around staff turnover and another around
recruitment that assist with monitoring performance in this area
Item: A new HR Manager (Lisa Macdonald) has been hired to lead recruitment and
retention efforts. Lisa has extensive experience in the HR sector and will bring new ideas
and perspectives. Among initiatives already implemented are to diversify the hiring pool
and look at candidates who CLKD may previously not have considered.
Persons Responsible: Paul Eves Lisa Macdonald
Time Frame: Ongoing

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential Risk

Employment Practices Violation

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

Moderate
· HR policy and procedures
· Staff code of conduct and discipline policy
· Employment Standards Act
· Collective Agreement with CUPE 2635
· There were no employment standards violations this year.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

None formal.

Area of Risk

Employees

Type of Potential Risk

Workplace Violence, Harassment

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Moderate

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

High
· CPI Training
· Positive Behaviour Support Plans
· Manager on-call system for assistance
· Additional staffing at homes with high needs
· Annual staff review of policies related to workplace violence prevention and harassment
(training completed in Surge)
- Annual review of harassment policy by JHSC
- Supervisor training around harassment, sexual harassment and workplace violence
training last done in 2017. To be completed again on regular basis.
- Supervisors trained biannually around harassment policies and their expectations.
- Staff retrained on harassment policies regularly
- Focus on behaviourally trained staff at key locations (e.g., BST, BPsych background).
There were three harassment complaints put forth this year, which were investigated and
dealt with by the organization.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Item: CPI training usually places significant emphasis on ‘hands on’ training for personal
safety and physical interventions. As a COVID precaution, the intensity of the ‘hands on’
elements has had to be reduced somewhat. This will require instructors to take alternate
routes to ensure complete effective training.
Persons Responsible: Rob Andrews
Time Frame: Ongoing

Area of Risk

Board of Directors

Type of Potential Risk

Criminal activity, fraud, theft, legal requirements, liability, board turnover

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)

Low
Moderate

Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

· Liability Insurance
· Governance policies and procedures
· Board member recruitment and screening, Board nominating committee
· Policy FN 1.08 addresses many issues related to risk and fraud
- Board Members do not have access to funds.
· There were no concerns related to Board conduct this year.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

None

Area of Risk

Community

Type of Potential Risk

Complaints

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Moderate
· Complaints procedure
· Proactive communication and input
· Complaints may be directed to Executive Director with expectation of open dialogue
· Complaints were minimal this year (see summary of complaints in this report).
None

Property and Assets
Area of Risk

Buildings

Type of Potential Risk

Damage

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

Low
· Insurance and deductibles
· Adherence to all provincial fire and building code regulations
· Policy FN 1.08 addresses many of these issues
· Damage to buildings was not a significant concern this year.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Item: The Mowat Avenue location will be vacant in the long-term while the organization
formulates a plan for further use. This will require monitoring of the property for damage
Persons Responsible: Matt Luck, Mark Vass
Time Frame: Ongoing

Area of Risk

Vehicles

Type of Potential Risk

Damage, accidents, theft

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low
Moderate
· Insurance and deductibles
· Policies HR 1.10 and FN 1.08 address many issues
· Completion of safety checks prior to weekly use.

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

- 40 staff per year required to submit updated driver’s abstracts
- Staff required to self-disclose driving infractions exceeding 3 demerit points
- Driver orientation training in place for all new staff.
There were several minor accidents, but these were easily covered within insurance.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

None

Area of Risk

Furnishings, Supplies, Equipment

Type of Potential Risk

Damage, theft

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

Low
· Insurance and deductibles
· Policy OP 1.03 addresses client home and property issues
· Policy FN 1.08 addresses many issues related to risk management
· There were no significant issues related to damage or theft this year.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

None

Area of Risk

Technology

Type of Potential Risk

Security information management, privacy and confidentiality, theft, damage

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low
Moderate

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

- Office sites are monitored or alarmed at all times
- Technology Plan addresses information security
- Insurance
- Monitoring of information by Nucleus Labs and by Service First
- Cybersecurity training in Surge
- Password resets required in Nucleus every six months.
There was one attempt by an unknown party to hijack CLKD’s network, but this was caught
and managed by Service First.

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

There are regular phishing attempts through email delivered to CLKD staff, but none that
led to a security issue.
A number of new information management policies are being implemented in 2022.
Management support on this front is being directed by Matt Luck.
Item: All CLKD-issued personal devices (e.g., phones) are being switched to Android, with
Service First having the ability to manage and reset the devices remotely at any point if
they are stolen, misplaced, etc.
Person Responsible: Management support on this is being directed by Matt Luck.
Time Frame: June 2022
Item: Enhanced training around cybersecurity will be required for all staff in 2022.
Person Responsible: This training will be directed by Service First with administrative

support via Dixie Luck.
Time Frame: April 2022
Item: A number of agency documents that are not currently stored within Nucleus will be
transferred to a new File Hold system that has increased security and confidentiality
features.
Person Responsible: Matt Luck
Time Frame: Year end 2022.
CLKD Technology Plan contains much more information about work in this area.
Financial
Area of Risk

Financial Practice

Type of Potential Risk

Fraud, legal requirements, investment losses

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

High
· Finance policies
· Insurance
· External audit completed annually
· Experienced finance staff
· Revenue Canada audits
- Access to finance offices is limited to key parties through fob system
- Agency’s investments are in nothing riskier than GICs
-After two fraud attempts in 2020, there were none further in 2021.

Inclusion of Risk into
Performance
Improvement
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

CLKD has a business function outcome measure related to unfunded liabilities and another
related to operating costs of Kwik Shred that assist with monitoring performance in
this area
Item: Much of CLKD’s accounts payable is still done by cheque, which still have a
reasonably substantial fraud risk. CLKD will accelerate the speed with which transition to
electronic payments is implemented.
Persons Responsible: Matt Luck
Time Frame: Fall 2022 (this is held over from 2021)

Area of Risk

Financial Practice

Type of Potential Risk

Individualized/Direct Funding: A component of the rates charged for these arrangements is
designed to cover overhead/administration/etc., which in reality ends up funding
organization wide pressures as they arise. As this revenue grows there is risk that CLKD
will begin to budget for this flexibility on an annual basis and there would be vulnerability
should this revenue decrease in the future.
Moderate

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Moderate
· Billing for individualized funding is frequent, meaning that it is recovered quickly.
· Intricate reporting systems between the programs offering service and the finance
department are in place, assuring up-to-date information on budget needs and
incoming funds.

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

There was a loss of individualized funding due to COVID, essentially because persons
served had limited ability to purchase service from CLKD, which was running only
essential services for much of the year. This represented a potentially huge loss to
the organization, but was offset by reduced staffing in those programs, who were
redeployed to other services.
None

Area of Risk

Loss of Funding

Type of Potential Risk

All funding for adult services flows through Ministry of Children, Community and Social
Services. In the current political climate, there is the risk of a reduction or freezing in
funding that is crucial to service provision.

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Moderate

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

High
- Frequent interaction with MCCSS representatives.
- Involvement in provincial associations to lobby for ongoing funding.
- Strong financial practices to maintain overall health and project response to various
financial pressures
There were no issues related to this area this year, but vigilance is required.
None

Organization
Area of Risk

Reputation and Profile

Type of Potential Risk

Negative media coverage, loss of credibility, social media scrutiny

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk

Low

Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk

Moderate
· Avoid activities that threaten the organization’s profile or may cause a negative impact on
its reputation
· Membership in provincial organizations (Community Living Ontario, etc.)
· Adherence to goal and vision statement
· Policies related to social media use and media relations
None

New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Item: Institute policies to better govern how to respond to negative social media
comments.
Persons Responsible: Jeff Harrison, Sheri Scott
Time Frame: End 2022

Area of Risk

Service Capacity

Type of Potential Risk

Ability to serve populations that increasingly include issues with homelessness, legal
issues, high vulnerability, addictions
When supporting individuals that experience these issues, the lack of centrally allocated
administrative resources is significant, as it limits the ability to manage these cases.

Frequency
(Likelihood)
Severity (How Bad, if
it occurs)
Current Strategies
Used Manage Risk
Results of Actions
Used to Manage Risk
New Strategies to be
Adopted This Year

Moderate
High
· Increased scrutiny over who is accepted into services, based on these needs
· Some training available to staff as opportunity arises.
- Increased requests for clinical supports
This continues to be a significant issue in the community.
None

Last revision: March 2022 Next Revision: No later than March 2023
Note: Items in this plan are monitored and tracked regularly. This ‘formal’ plan is updated annually.

COVID-19 Safety Plan
Note: This plan was created using a template from the Province of Ontario. This version is up to date as of April 2022.
An updated version can be obtained from CLKD upon request.

1. How will you ensure all workers know how and are able to keep themselves safe from exposure to
COVID-19?
Consider: What guidance will you need to provide? How will you share information? Do you need new or more frequent
types of communication? Where will you update yourself on new COVID-19 guidance?
Example: Ensure our procedures are up to date by a daily review of Ministry of Health guidance.
Actions:

•

To gather information: Frequent communication by CLKD Management with KFLA Public Health and
MCCSS (funding body).

•

To share information:
o

Updates from Executive Director to all staff at least weekly;

o Notices about screening and safety requirements posted in all workplaces
o Policies and procedures related to COVID precautions distributed to all staff as they are
developed/altered, also stored on Nucleus.
o COVID policies and procedures listed as required training in Surge
o Distribution of information graphics and videos as they become available.
o Education video distributed about COVID-19 vaccine (Surge)
o Wellness at Work Committee distributing information related to mental health wellness.
•

Other:
o Requirement for all staff to be vaccinated.
o Rapid antigen testing required as directed by funder.

2. How will you screen for COVID-19?
Consider: How you will stay current about what symptoms to look for? Will you use a screening checklist? Who will do
the screening? Who needs to be screened and how often?
Example: To find out if workers are well when they come to work, we will ask each worker basic questions about their
physical health and symptoms using the provincial list of COVID-19 symptoms.
Actions:

•

To stay informed on current symptoms, regular check of current list of symptoms as compared to
public health guidance.

•

To screen:
o

Use of screening checklist with symptoms that match public health and MCCSS guidance.

o

At program locations, screening conducted by another staff member (and documented) before coming
into workplace. At Residential programs, secondary screening at end of shift. Program Coordinators
review screening forms regularly to ensure practices being followed.

o

At office/admin locations, self-screening completed, reviewed daily by program Manager.

o

All screening forms catalogued and scanned for future reference as needed.

o

Only staff and ‘essential visitors’ allowed on site, as defined by funders/public health at any given time.

o

Staff calling in sick required to go through screening of symptoms with person receiving call.

o

Temperature checks included in all on-site screening practices.

o

Staff required to stay home if they have symptoms or do not pass screening and required to go for
COVID testing, not returning until negative test returned and any required period of being symptom-free
met. Told to self-isolate and follow Public Health guidelines.

o

When required by Public Health directives, employees stay home if in close contact or residing with a
symptomatic person, returning to work according to directives.

o

Asymptomatic testing of staff when required by Public Health/MCCSS directives.

o

Staff encouraged to self-monitor for symptoms at all times.

3. How will you control the risk of transmission in your workplace?
Include how you will maximize distance and separation, reduce transmission from surfaces and objects, and support
good hand and respiratory hygiene.
Consider: What engineering and administrative controls will you use? What changes will you make? Who needs to be in
the workplace? How will you gather worker ideas about different ways of working?
Example: We have a new policy that limits time in the kitchen to 10 minutes, we have created a new outdoor break area
in our parking lot and have changed how we schedule shifts and breaks.
Actions:

•

Signs at all work locations encouraging physical distancing where it is possible.

•

Staff at administrative locations who can work from home are required or encouraged to, depending
on current public health directives.

•

When required to work at administrative sites, programs attempt to stagger staff so that the fewest
people possible are on site.

•

Mask wearing required by all staff and essential visitors at all times except for when eating and
drinking (physical distance must be maintained) or when working alone in an enclosed office

•

Staff required to wear safety goggles or face shield at all times.

•

Additional PPE (e.g., gowns) required depending on situation, in line with Public Health and MCCSS
requirements.

•

Info package (Surge, Nucleus) for staff around doffing/donning PPE.

•

Stringent enhanced cleaning and disinfecting procedures, as required by Public Health and MCCSS,
especially on high-touch surfaces.

•

Signage and encouragement around hand and respiratory hygiene (included in staff training on Surge
and in Nucleus docs)

4. What will you do if there is a potential case, or suspected exposure to, COVID-19 at your
workplace?
Consider: What is the contact information for your local public health unit? What are your isolation procedures? How
will you gather workplace contact information for public health contact tracing?
Example: We have designated a safe isolation area in the workplace and created a checklist with the procedures of what
to do if some gets sick at work, including key contact numbers.
Actions:
•

Staff with symptoms or close contact with presumed/confirmed case required to contact program Manager or
scheduling department. Follow-up occurs (symptom check, verification of details). Worker is excluded from
workplace until negative test results are confirmed (and filed) by CLKD and required symptom-free period. Staff
can use sick time for missed time.

•

In case of positive tests, Public Health is immediately notified and their direction followed form there. Typically
involves reviewing staff schedules and contacts and following direction around isolation requirements (for staff,
persons served, other contacts) from there.

•

Cleaning and disinfecting of workspace.

•

Inform staff in workplace of potential exposure, as directed by Public Health.

•

Testing of persons served and staff as directed by Public Health.

•

Alternative support sites may be used as needed to manage spread.

•

Enhanced PPE may be required until Public Health declares outbreak over.

•

Follow all specific measures directed by Public Health and MCCSS.

•

For workers who are isolated, consider flexible schedules and work from home options if they are consistent
with that person’s job description.

•

Provide emotional support to workers who are isolated or otherwise impacted.

•

Submit reports to MCCSS, Ministry of Labour and WSIB within required time frames.

•

Updates to JHSC.

5. How will you manage any new risks caused by changes to the way you operate your business?
Consider: With workers, review existing critical risks and whether work practice changes will affect your current risk
management strategy. Are any new risks introduced due to changes in worker numbers or work practices? What new
risk controls are required?
Example: We will establish regular check-ins with workers about how they’re coping with the change to shift work.
Actions:

•

Consider any changes necessary to work practices, scheduling, etc., as a result of outbreak.

•

JHSC could investigate any situations as warranted.

•

Support workers as they deal with changes to scheduling or procedures.

6. How will you make sure your plan is working?
Consider: How often will you schedule a review of your plan? How will you get input and ideas from workers and
clients? Who is responsible for evaluating how things are working and for adapting the plan as you find better/easier
ways to do things? How will you communicate changes?
Example: We will set up a weekly meeting between the CEO and the health and safety representative.
Actions:

•

Weekly management meetings to discuss health and safety protocols and status of outbreaks (if any),
etc.

•

Regular updates provided to JHSC

•

Tracking of all staff who have been sent for testing

•

Data analysis

•

Plan to be reviewed at least quarterly, or when procedures change

•

Plan to be posted in offices of administrative sites, stored on Nucleus for all staff to review. Staff to be
made aware when plan changes.

Last revision: 30 April 2022

Next revision: No later than June 2022

Accessibility Plan 2022
Introduction
Community Living Kingston and District has completed formal Accessibility Plans on an annual basis since 2007.
Community Living Kingston and District’s Accessibility Plan addresses accessibility issues at our program locations and in
the community at large. Community Living Kingston and District is committed to identifying and removing barriers that
reduce the ability of persons served to fully access both our programs and the community as a whole. Community Living
Kingston and District’s Accessibility Plan is designed to summarize the following:
● Those barriers that were removed or otherwise addressed by the agency in the past, specifically over the course of the
past year.
● Those items that the organization still intends to address, as well as new items that have been brought to the agency’s
attention. Some of these items contain firm deadlines for completion, while others do not.
● Those items that were identified, but that the agency does not feel can be addressed at this time for one reason or
another.
Identification of Barriers
In preparing this year’s Accessibility Plan, Community Living Kingston and District utilized several methods in which to
identify accessibility barriers:
● The organization’s 2021 Accessibility Plan was used to identify items that were already considered to have been a
concern.
● Individual persons served and personnel were consulted by the Quality Assurance Manager and contributed to the
identification of issues and potential ideas on how to rectify them.
● The organization’s leadership routinely identifies maintenance and property issues throughout the agency. This
information was used to identify property issues that negatively impact the accessibility needs of the persons served by
the agency.
● The organization’s leadership is brought up to speed on accessibility issues by personnel and by persons served on an
ongoing basis. The issues anecdotally identified in this manner were also useful in the creation of this plan.
● An Accessibility Remediation Plan is kept current by the QA Manager at all times and serves as a basis to ensure items
are followed up.

Standing Items of Concern
Throughout this plan, reference is made to ‘standing items of concern.’ These are items that tend to be fairly broad in
nature, and it is unlikely that there is a single strategy that will eliminate the barrier. However, they are items of significant
importance to CLKD, and it is imperative that they not be forgotten.

Review of Accessibility Plan
Progress around the plan will be completed regularly. A full review of the organization’s Accessibility Plan will be
completed at least annually. The Quality Assurance Manager assumes the lead for the Accessibility Plan.

Communication of Accessibility Plan
The accessibility plan will be posted on the agency website and will be available to staff via Nucleus.

Accessibility Plan
Area(s) of Concern

Architectural. An architectural barrier is any physical factor that makes
accessibility difficult for an individual. This may include narrow doorways,
bathrooms that might need to be made more accessible, or even something as
simple as the location of furniture.

Items Addressed In
2021

-Mowat has a number of accessibility barriers (it is an old home that is not
architecturally equipped for easy accessibility). To this end, a new home on Clover
Street was built and occupied as of December 2021.
-Front doors were widened at both Co2 and Milestones to promote accessibility.
The foyer at Co2 was also reconfigured to be more accessible, and accessible
washrooms were built/rebuilt at both locations.
-The bathroom at Smithfield was renovated again to address issues with previous
work that had not sufficiently ensured accessibility.
- Automatic door opener installed at Ringstead to help make bathroom area more
accessible.
- Significant work was completed in Spring 2021 at the Respite house in order to
make it more physically accessible.
- An accessible cement deck was put in place in the Arbour backyard to better allow
persons served to access their yard.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

- Slow snow and ice removal can restrict access to and from program locations.
The agency has contracted snow removal services out to improve this area, but
vigilance is required.
- As the needs of persons served in Family Home arrangements change, CLKD
must be prepared to offer assistance to meet accessibility needs. This often
requires requests for funding from MCCSS.

Future Goals

Barrier: No front ramp at Melanie to allow for accessibility.
Strategies to Remove Barrier: Build front ramp
Potential Obstacles: Costs, and design issue could be challenging
Persons Responsible: Mark Vass, Sherrill Boyes
Target Date: Is targeted for between two and four years for completion (item held
over from 2020)

Area(s) of Concern

Environmental. An environmental barrier is a characteristic of a setting that
compromises service delivery and benefits to be gained. This may include items
such as flickering lighting, noise levels, and troublesome fragrances

Items Addressed In
2021

Ergonomics assessments were completed at both Atrium and Gardiners, with the
accompanying recommendations being put into place.
The move of the Lyons and Compass teams to Elliott Avenue ensured better
access to services and more flexible service delivery from a ‘hub’ model.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Future Goals

None

Area(s) of Concern

Attitudinal. An attitudinal barrier is a preconceived (usually negative) attitude that
people have towards persons served. Examples of this may include attitudes of
neighbours or other community members, or the lack of “person first” language
used by agency personnel.

Items Addressed In
2021

- An item of concern towards the end of 2020 was that persons served by the
agency were not being recognized as a priority need for COVID vaccinations. This
could be perceived as an attitudinal barrier, given that it may be influenced by
community perceptions. Provincial advocacy organizations of which CLKD is a
member have led advocacy efforts here.
- The Natural Supports Working Group was put into place to have a team of key
players who could educate staff about the importance of natural supports for
persons served. Presentations are completed on the Surge LMS at the time of hire,
as well as in person at new staff orientation shortly after. Coordinators are also
sharing info from the group with their teams.
- CLKD has recently started hiring many new Canadians/temporary staff on a work
Visa, and this brings with it the possibility of negative attitudes towards them from
other staff. To this end, CLKD has introduced cultural competency and diversity
training, starting at the Management and Coordinator levels, which will then be
filtered to other staff.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

-There can be challenges with community partners who struggle to understand that
individuals with intellectual disabilities may need other services that address mental
health, addictions, etc. This is dealt with via advocacy.
- Negative attitudes of neighbours and community members can sometimes
stigmatize persons served. This is addressed on an ongoing basis through followup where such concerns are expressed. Raising the profile of the agency and its
mission is also one way to combat this.

Future Goals

None

Areas of concern

Employment. An employment barrier is an indication that a workplace does not
provide sufficient flexibility or equipment to ensure a productive and satisfying
workplace for employees. An employment barrier may also speak to measures that
are in place to promote successful employment for persons with disabilities.

Items Addressed In
2021

-While there was no commitment to securing long-term funding, commitment was
made by agency to keep at least some form of Employment Facilitator position
active into 2022.
- As noted in the attitudinal barriers, CLKD is hiring many new
Canadians/temporary staff on a work Visa and has required all Managers and
Coordinators to completed cultural communication/diversity training. It is hoped

that such training will help ensure a fully accessible workplace to all staff, including
a focus on communication needs of these new staff.
- New involvement in the vjobready initiative as a means of facilitating employment
opportunities for persons served.
Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Long-term staffing in employment supports division is not secured, as most
positions are grant-based.

Future Goals

Barrier: No funding for Employment Facilitator position in Employment Services
past March 2022
Strategies to Remove Barrier: Try to secure grant or other funding to continue
position
Potential Obstacles: Lack of grants/funding available.
Persons Responsible: Matt Luck, Colleen Kelly-Jansen
Target Date: August 31, 2022

Area(s) of Concern

Communication. A communication barrier looks at anything that inhibits
information being accessible and understandable to all. Examples may include the
possible absence of devices available to persons served or personnel to be able to
be understood by others, or promotional materials that are not present in formats
that are easily understandable.

Items Addressed In
2021

Upon request, transparent face masks secured for a staff member who is deaf and
depends on lip reading

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

- Program information is available only in print and assumes a relatively high level
of literacy. The organization attempts to combat this via plain-language versions of
many documents (rights, complaints procedure). A concerted effort to develop
pictorial versions of personal plans has been underway for several years. The
organization desires to develop video versions of many documents.
- Ongoing need for ASL training for staff throughout agency, especially at CIP. This
is addressed by offering/requiring training upgrades as classes become available in
community.

Future Goals

Barrier: Ongoing need for ASL training, though level of ASL needed is not
consistent across the agency
Strategies to Remove Barrier: Joint Staff Education Committee has indicated a
willingness to fund production of a video that could be tailored to CLKD’s needs.
Potential Obstacles: Time to complete project.
Persons Responsible: Joint Staff Education Committee
Target Date: End 2022

Area(s) of Concern

Transportation. A transportation barrier speaks to situations in which service
recipients are unable to reach or participate fully in services because of the lack of
suitable and available transportation

Items Addressed In
2021

-Family Support has adopted video and telephone consultations to augment inperson drop ins which were sometimes difficult for families to access due to
transportation barriers.

- New vehicles were purchased in 2021. A plan still exists to continue to replace
fleet vehicles as they age.
Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Local accessible bus system has limited availability for bookings for persons
served. This is primarily being addressed through a good relationship with the
service and distributing information to persons served that promotes good booking
habits that allows for maximum service flexibility.
The number of agency vehicles, especially accessible ones, can be seen as limited,
sometimes limiting community involvement activities of persons served. The
organization has a vehicle replacement plan organizing the maintenance of the fleet
and keeping it at the current level. However, it is very cost-prohibitive to add
additional vehicles (upwards of $70000 per vehicle). A working relationship with an
Ontario-based seller has been cultivated over the past few years.
Increasing concern is the number of non-drivers or drivers with G2 that CLKD is
now hiring. This limit driving access. It also poses potential issues with insurance
company, who are reluctant to extend fleet insurance to G2 or inexperienced
drivers. Staff who are inexperienced drivers also report trepidation about driving
large vehicles.

Future Goals

Barrier: Insurance/safety risks with inexperienced drivers.
Strategies to Remove Barrier: Increase driver training to those who meet the
standards of outside safety company.
Potential Obstacles: Time to manage, costs
Persons Responsible: Dixie Luck
Target Date: Fully implement by end 2022
Barrier: Lack of driving access with staff without full licensing
Strategies to Remove Barrier: Attempt to limit hiring of non-G level candidates.
Potential Obstacles: Very limited hiring pool
Persons Responsible: Lisa Macdonald
Target Date: Ongoing

Area(s) of Concern

Community Integration. A community integration barrier is anything that may limit
an individual’s ability to fully access their community in a way of their choosing

Items Addressed In
2021

Removing community integration barriers are at the core of the organization’s
everyday work.
COVID had significantly disrupted services in CIP, which was closed for the bulk of
2020. In 2021, a truncated reopening of CIP was able to occur within the
framework of cohort directives put forward by MCCSS.
Requirement that all staff be vaccinated meant that they would be able to provide
support at all community locations, allowing for participation with persons served.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Items listed under transportation and financial are also related to community
integration.

Future Goals

None

Area(s) of Concern

Financial. A financial barrier is anything that may mean that a service is restricted
because of a lack of sufficient financial resources. Financial barriers may exist at
the organizational level or may be specific to funds possessed by persons served.

Items Addressed In
2021

As planned for in last year’s report, CLKD was charging less for Passport funded
services than it actually costs to provide. In November 2021, families were notified
with six months notice of an upcoming fee increase to that they had adequate time
to prepare in case service reductions were required.
A half-time position in Family Support that had been committed to fiscally has been
extended and will be merged with a new half-time position in Lennox and
Addington.
Note that one of last year’s goals was to use an anticipated MCCSS adoption of the
Life Share brand to support plans to increase recruitment of Family Home
providers. It is now understood that this brand will not be adopted so CLKD cannot
access it.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Funding and finances for persons served are not always sufficient, limiting
community participation, quality of life, and the ability of families to maintain care.
CLKD combats this by being active in provincial organizations that advocate for
additional funding, and by petitioning MCCSS on a situational basis for funds.

Future Goals

None

Area(s) of Concern

Technology. A technology barrier is related to a need of a stakeholder to access
technology to ensure communication or inclusion into services.

Items Addressed In
2021

The Family Support program transitioned workshop materials and presentations to
online platforms in 2020 as a way to manage during COVID. This included
sessions on Passport, ACSD, SSAH, etc.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Persons served have limited access to assistance with augmented communication
systems. A reduction in community resources in 2011 contributed to this, leaving
the organization ‘communication helpers’ without clinical supervision and limiting
their ability to expand or maintain their roles.

Future Goals

None

Area(s) of Concern

Housing. A barrier that is not easily categorized
Lack of appropriate and accessible housing for persons served.
Barrier identified by persons served, personnel and funder.

Items Addressed In
2021

- Established and continued partnership with Home Base Housing as part of
development of affordable housing units.
- Furthering of relationship with Ongwanada to attempt to create transitional

affordable housing units.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Future Goals

Continuation of efforts established in 2021.

Requests for Reasonable Accommodations
There were a number of requests for reasonable accommodations by employees or prospective employees in the past
year. When applicable, these were documented in Individual Accommodation Plans. All requests were able to be
accommodated. A summary of the requests follows (note that these do not include short-term accommodations directly
related to WSIB claims, and includes only new requests made in 2021-22):
Type of Request
Accommodations for documentation/record
keeping (completed in conjunction with OT
assessment)
Requested OT assessment for ergonomics
Request for ergonomically correct chair at location
Ergonomics assessment completed at main office
(completed by ergonomist)
Accommodations for physical nature of work
Request for transparent face masks to facilitate
communication

Number of Requests
1

1
1
1
4
1

The accessibility plan was reviewed in March 2022. Monitoring of items will continue throughout the year, with a formal
update of the plan again being completed no later than March 2023.
Note: Items in this plan are monitored and tracked regularly. This ‘formal’ plan is updated annually.

Cultural Competency, Diversity, and Inclusion Plan
Preamble
Community Living Kingston and District believes that embracing cultural diversity in all aspects of the organization
(staffing, service delivery, policy development, volunteer recruitment, etc.) enhances and strengthens the organization and
improves service to individuals and families. Community Living Kingston and District is committed to articulating,
honouring and upholding principles respecting the culture and diversity of all persons, including the stakeholders of the
organization. All procedures and practices within Community Living Kingston and District will consistently reflect support
and respect for cultural differences and richness of diversity.
Community Living Kingston and District is committed to enhancing our employees’ and other stakeholders’ awareness,
compassion, and ability to interact with others who are of diverse backgrounds and abilities with dignity, respect, patience,
and understanding. We achieve this goal by educating and training our staff members on the dynamics of our growing and
culturally diverse community. The Cultural Competency and Diversity Plan addresses cultural competency within CLKD
by employing the following guiding elements:
1. Services are delivered with the understanding of, and respect for individuals’ cultural beliefs and values.
2. Staff members respect cultural beliefs and values, interpersonal styles, attitudes, and behaviors of the
individuals, families, and communities we serve.
3. An organization-wide consciousness of the dynamics of cultural interactions (i.e. – being aware of cultural
biases).
4. Administration, management, and service delivery include routine assessments and implementation of
processes that respect cultural diversity.
5. A workforce that is culturally and linguistically competent in a system that provides the highest quality of
services to all communities served is imperative.
Cultural competency is the self-examination and in-depth exploration of various cultural backgrounds. This includes the
recognition of bias, prejudice, and assumptions about individuals from various backgrounds. Community Living Kingston
and District will be sensitive to, and respectful of the culture and diversity of individuals (persons served, staff and other
stakeholders) in regard to the following:










Language
Culture
Gender and Gender Identity
Sexual Orientation
Spiritual Beliefs
Age
Socioeconomic Status
Race
Disability

Community Living Kingston and District will not tolerate, under any circumstances, any actions, words, gestures,
portrayals, or behaviour of any sort that discriminate in any manner or at any level towards a person or persons based on
the aspects of diversity listed above. Policies and practices of the organization will consistently reflect this approach.

Area(s) of Concern

Culture

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Adherence to provincial French language requirements designed to ensure
accommodation of Francophones seeking service in their native tongue. French
language designated positions in both Family Support and Child Care Resource
Consultant Services.
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area

- CLKD has signed onto the City of Kingston’s Workplace Inclusion Charter.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

Significant increase in the number of international students seeking diplomas in
programs from which CLKD typically mines staff (SSW, CYC, Behaviour Science).
CLKD will need to stay on top of how this will shift the demographics of its
workforce and any associated implications.

Further Steps for This
Year

Item: Possible expansion of hiring pool to look at new immigrants with sector
backgrounds. Approaches include: Targeting post-secondary campuses that have
representation of minority students to ensure language and ethnic diversity,
including diversity statement in job postings, reaching out to indigenous
communities, including diversity/cultural competency questions in interviews.
Potential Obstacles: Need to ensure they have ability to do work of the
organization. Lack of drivers licenses due to length of time in Canada and delays in
driver testing from COVID.
Persons Responsible: Lisa Macdonald
Timeframe: Ongoing
Item: Many new staff are new Canadians/temporary staff on a work Visa who may
come from different cultural backgrounds. As such, all Managers and Coordinators
have been required to complete cultural communication training (November 2021)
to help better understand the cultural challenges faced by these new staff. Further
training to follow.
Potential Obstacles: None
Persons Responsible: Lisa Macdonald, Sheri Scott, Paul Eves
Timeframe: Establish training plan for all staff by end 2022
Item: Acknowledgement to all staff when there is a holiday/festival being
celebrated by staff of diverse backgrounds.
Potential Obstacles: None
Persons Responsible: Lisa Macdonald, Peter Sproul
Timeframe: To start fall 2022

Area(s) of Concern

Age

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
-- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Training in Surge Learning system for staff around working with different
generations in the workforce
- Analysis of data each year on ages of persons served in each program
- Recruitment of young persons (under 25) to serve as board members
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Gender and Gender Identity

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.
- Encouragement to all staff to include gender pronouns in correspondence
signatures

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Sexual Orientation

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Spiritual Beliefs

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Agency accommodates for religious worship per provincial human rights principles
and legislation
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.
- The organization uses only ‘holiday’ instead of specific holiday terms to describe
all December/January seasonal events.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Socioeconomic Status

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Language

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Adherence to provincial French language requirements designed to ensure
promotion of French culture and accommodation for Francophones seeking service
in their native tongue. French language designated positions in both Family
Support and Child Care Resource Consultant Services.
- Collection of data in HRIS about staff able to communicate in French and other
languages
- Completion of personal plans in language of person’s choice, where requested
- French language website and signage
- French language services committee
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.
- ASL-fluent staff in CCRCS and CIP, with additional training being approved as
needed.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

Item: The organization will seek training for staff teams about proper terminology
to use when referring to those who are deaf vs. hearing impaired (held over from
2020-21 efforts delayed by COVID).
Potential Obstacles: Training may need to be developed internally
Persons Responsible: Rob Andrews
Time Frame: End 2022
Item: The organization’s CCRCS and Family Support departments occasionally
encounter families whose first language is not English or French. Efforts will be put
in to securing a bank of interpreters to be available accordingly (held over from
2020-21 efforts delayed by COVID).
Potential Obstacles: Difficult resources to find in community
Persons Responsible: Erin Impola
Time Frame: End 2022
Item: Many new staff are new Canadians/temporary staff on a work Visa for whom
English may not be their first language. As such, all Managers and Coordinators
have been required to complete cultural communication training (November 2021)

to help better understand the communication and language challenges faced by
these new staff.
Potential Obstacles: None
Persons Responsible: Lisa Macdonald, Sheri Scott, Paul Eves
Timeframe: Establish training plan for all employees by October 2022.

Area(s) of Concern

Race

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Increased focus on hiring new Canadians
- CLKD has signed onto the City of Kingston’s Workplace Inclusion Charter.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

Area(s) of Concern

Disability

Methods Used to
Ensure Diversity

- Agency has non-discrimination hiring principles for external and internal positions
- Numerous agency policies outline principles that promote diversity*
- Completion of personal plans in different formats, where requested
- Creation of agency documents (e.g., rights reviews, complaints procedures in
plain-language formats, where appropriate)
- Annual analysis of data around barriers faced by persons served (encompassing
disability). Data also aggregated in Nucleus system.
- Self-Advocates included on Board of Directors
- Persons served solicit feedback from peers to evaluate satisfaction with services
so as to better account for communication needs
- Accommodation available to all stakeholders as needed in order to better serve
specific needs in this area.

Standing Items of
Concern/Areas
needing improvement

None

Further Steps for This
Year

None

*Policies that outline principles and practice of cultural diversity include:
- Board Policy BD#12, Rights of Participants - HR Policy #1.01, Staff Code of Conduct - HR Policy #1.03, Hiring
- HR Policy #1.08, Harassment/Sexual Harassment and Workplace Violence -HR Policy #2.06, Cultural Competency
Last review: 12 December 2021

Next review: No later than December 2022

Note: Items in this plan are monitored and tracked regularly. This ‘formal’ plan is updated annually.

Review of Complaints Received
Background
Community Living Kingston and District has a complaint procedure that is available for all stakeholders to
follow (including staff, where the Collective Agreement with CUPE 2635 may not apply). For the purposes of
this report, it is considered to be a formal complaint if the formal intervention of the Executive Director has
been requested or was required.

Program Area of Complaint:
Program
Residential Services
CIP
CCRCS
SIL/ESIL
Family Home
Respite
Family Support
Employment Services
Summer Programs
Total Complaints

201516
1
2
0
0
3
0
0
n/a
0
6

201617
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
n/a
0
4

201718
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4

201819
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3

201920
2
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
7

202021
4
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
8

202122
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4

Specific complaints for 2021-22:
- Complaint from a stakeholder advocating for a stricter vaccination policy.
- Complaint about COVID-19 lockdowns in Residential.
- Complaint about an overall housing situation.
- Complaint about fit of staff member on a support team.
Type of Complaint
Service Quality
About specific staff/individual
Possible mistreatment of person
served
Agency Practices

Source of Complaint
Family Member
Community Member
Other Agency
Staff Member
Family Home Provider
Person Served

201516
4
2
0
0

201516
6
0
0
0
0
0

201617
2
0
2
0

201617
3
0
0
0
0
0

201718
1
2
0
1

201718
1
2
1
0
0
0

201819
1
1
0

201920
1
4
2

202021
2
3
1

202122
0
1
0

1

1

2

3

201819
1
0
1
1
0
0

201920
4
2
1
0
0
0

202021
4
1
0
2
1
0

202122
3
0
0
0
0
1

Trends
The number of formal complaints went down slightly in 2021-22, though it is overall consistent with previous
years.
Areas Requiring Performance Improvement
COVID generated four complaints in 2020-21 and a further two this year. One was the result of Public Health
guidelines over which CLKD has no control. One was advocating for a stricter vaccination policy, which CLKD
had yet to implement at that point. This was subsequently addressed. There were no other overall ‘trends’,
though CLKD did take steps to address one of the other concerns.
Actions to be Taken to Address Areas Needing Improvement
In the complaint about COVID-related lockdowns, CLKD made the complainants aware of the Public Health
guidelines and attempted to get them on board with the requirements.
With regards to the concern about a stricter vaccination requirement, CLKD did subsequently impose a
vaccination requirement for staff. This was after much discussion as a Management team and consultation
with the Board of Directors.
The complaint around the fit of one staff on a team was followed up with the staff, who agreed that the fit was
not ideal and asked for a reassignment.

Actions Taken or Changes Made to Improve Performance
Every situation was handled on a case-by-case basis. No formal investigations were required to handle any of
these complaints.

Status of Complaints
All of the complaints brought forward this year appear to have been resolved to the satisfaction of all parties
involved.

Technology Plan
CLKD also manages a very comprehensive Technology Plan, which is not included in this document. If you
would like more information about CLKD’s technology planning, please feel free to contact Jeff Harrison at
jeffrey.harrison@clkingston.ca

Who did we support this year?

Number of
Persons
Served

CIP

Residential

Family Home

Respite

SIL/ESIL

Gananoque

CCRCS

Family Support

Employment Supports

2020-21

58

51

16

26

121

26

221

245

32

2021-22

83

49

15

73

124

24

218

254

41

2020-21

Male: 56.8%
Female: 43.2%
Other: 0%

Male 70.5%
Female: 29.5%
Other: 0%

Male: 68.7%
Female: 31.3%
Other: 0%

Male: 38.5%
Female: 61.5%
Other: 0%

Male: 58.7%
Female: 41.3%
Other: 0%

Male: 57.6%
Female: 43.7%
Other: 0%

Male: 76%
Female: 24%
Other: 0%

Male: 61.6%
Female: 39.4%
Other: 0%

Male: 75%
Female: 25%
Other: 0%

2021-22

Male: 65.1%
Female: 34.9%
Other: 0%

Male: 69.4%
Female: 30.6%
Other: 0%

Male: 66.7%
Female: 33.3%
Other: 0%

Male: 57.5%
Female: 42.5%
Other: 0%

Male: 58.8%
Female: 39.5%
Other: 0.8%

Male: 58.3%
Female: 41.7%
Other: 0%

Male: 74.3%
Female: 25.7%
Other: 0%

Male: 59.8%
Female: 40.2%
Other: 0%

Male: 68%
Female: 32%
Other: 0%

19-29: 22.4%
30-39: 41.6%
40-49: 29.6%
50-59: 3.4%
60-69: 3.4%

19-29: 5.8%
30-39: 7.9%
40-49: 23.5%
50-59: 23.5%
60-69: 21.6%
70+: 17.6%

Under 19: 6.3%
19-29: 50%
30-39: 18.8%
40-49: 12.5%
50-59: 0%
60+: 12.5%

Under 19: 46.2%
19-29: 15.4%
30-39: 19.2%
40-49: 11.5%
50-59: 3.8%
60+: 3.8%

Under 19: 3.3%
19-29: 33.9%
30-39: 18.2%
40-49: 13.2%
50-59: 12.4%
60-69: 12.4%
70+: 6.6%

19-29: 15.4%
30-39: 23.1%
40-49: 11.5%
50-59: 19.2%
60-69: 19.2%
70+: 11.5%

Under 19: 51.4%
19-29: 32.7%
30-39: 8.2%
40-49: 2.9%
50-59: 4.1%
60+ : 0.7%

Under 19: 0%
19-29: 53.1%
30-39: 31.3%
40-49: 6.3%
50-59: 6.3%
60: 3.1%

19-29: 6.1%
30-39: 6.1%
40-49: 24.9%
50-59: 22.4%
60-69: 22.4%
70+ 18.1%

Under 19: 13.3%
19-29: 40%
30-39: 20%
40-49: 13.3%
50-59: 0%
60+ 13.3%

Under 19: 17.8%
19-29: 54.8%
30-39: 16.4%
40-49: 8.2%
50-59: 1.4%
60-69: 1.4%

Gender of Persons Served

2020-21

0-2: 1.4%
2-4: 28.1%
4-6: 40.3%
6+: 30.2%

Age of Persons Served

2021-22

Type of Respite Received
or Desired*

19-29: 18.1%
30-39: 30.1%
40-49: 32.5%
50-59: 13.3%
60-69: 6.0%

2020-21

N/A for 2020-21
For 2019-20:
Family Home:
27.2%
Group: 76.3%

2021-22

Family Home:
19.2%
Group: 82.2%

* Figures may not add up to 100%, as persons served may receive both types of respite.

Under 19: 0.9%
19-29: 34.7%
30-39: 16.9%
40-49: 14.7%
50-59: 12.9%
60-69: 11.8%
70+: 8.1%

19-29: 8.3%
30-39: 29.2%
40-49: 12.5%
50-59: 8.3%
60-69: 29.2%
70+: 12.5%

0-2: 0.9%
2-4: 40.4%
4-6: 35.3%
6+: 23.4%

Under 19: 55.5%
19-29: 31.1%
30-39: 7.5%
40-49: 2.8%
50-59: 2.0%
60+: 1.1%

Under 19: 4.9%
19-29: 56.1%
30-39: 26.8%
40-49: 4.9%
50-59: 4.9%
60+: 2.4%

Who did we support this year?— Barriers

Mobility of Persons
Served

2020-21

CIP
N/A.– data set incomplete due to
COVID irregularities

Residential

Family Home

SIL/ESIL

Gananoque

58.8%

75%

83.5%

65.4%

% of persons served who
require no mobility assistance

2021-22

71.1%

59.2%

73.3%

84.6%

75.6%

Communication Style of
Person Served

2020-21

N/A.– data set incomplete due to
COVID irregularities

60.8%

62.5%

91.1%

80.8%

2021-22

75.9%

60.2%

66.7%

94.4%

80.4%

% of persons served
who communicate verbally

2020-21

Accessible: 23.5%
Accessible: 37.5% Accessible: 14.6%
Public Transit:
N/A.– data set inPublic Transit: 25% Public transit: 76.4%
Walk/Bike: 73.1%
19.6%
complete due to
Walk/Bike: 25%
Walk/Bike: 65%
Provided Rides: 69.2%
Walk/Bike: 7.8%
COVID irregularities
Provided Rides:
Provided Rides:
Drive Own Car: 11.5%
Provided Rides:
87.5%
74.4%
98%

2021-22

Accessible: 26.5% Accessible: 36.7% Accessible: 33.3%
Accessible: 14.5%
Public Transit:
Public Transit:
Public Transit:
Public Transit: 70.2%
Walk/Bike: 43.9%
61.4%
16.3%
33.3%
Walk/Bike: 64.5%
Provided Rides: 41.4%
Walk/Bike: 32.5%
Walk/Bike: 8.1%
Walk/Bike: 20%
Provided Rides:
Drive Own Car: 7.3%
Provided Rides:
Provided Rides:
Provided Rides:
71.8%
98%
95.9%
86.7%

Transportation Used By
Persons Served*

● * indicates that figures may not add up to 100%, as multiple or no categories could be selected in the original data set.
● No data included for Respite, CCRCS or Family Support, as these barriers are not germane to the services provided. No data available for Employment
Supports

Community Inclusion Programs
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

For persons served
to be involved in
their community
(effectiveness)
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

# of new community based resources developed

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All persons
served, CIP

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time periare we
great result that
od did we look measuring
shows all of the
at (Time of
this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Program Coordinators

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Annually

Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

New resources
developed

12

11

6

4

At least 15

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 8 and
14

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 8

4

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The four community based opportunities included a local thrift store, a food box site for seniors, an environmental non-profit, and a goat
farm.
As was the case in 2020-21, operations in CIP were severely limited this year. The program underwent multiple full closures and otherwise operated using a ‘cohort’ model
that saw services significantly scaled back. With multiple lockdowns in the province of Ontario throughout the reporting period, the opportunity to develop community
based activities was even further limited.

Follow-up Completed: CIP has a large roster of community partnerships that have been developed over the course of the past twenty-five years and continues to nurture
these connections.

Action Plan: The program continues to strategize around rebuilding over the course of the next year, as the evolving situation with COVID allows. Between this future
planning and the individual planning with persons served to determine desired community activity, CIP will continue to develop new community resources.

Community Inclusion Programs
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure access to
the community for
persons served
(service access)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

# staff trained in
person-centered
planning principles

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Staff in CIP

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time periare we
great result that
od did we look measuring
shows all of the
at (Time of
this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Training Rec- April 1, 2021ords
March 31, 2022

Annually

Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

# staff trained

8

9

1

6

8 or more

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)

more.

really look at improvement strategies

6 or 7

Less than 6

6

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Two factors restricted some access to training, including COVID and the frequent redeployment of staff to other programs. The size of
the staff complement has also suffered from attrition over the past two years.
Staff training in this area this year included several different programs put on by Helen Sanderson and Associates. All training was paid for by the Joint Staff Education Committee (JSEC) after staff tendered a request. Many training opportunities continue to be virtual.
Follow-up Completed: Pursuit of virtual opportunities was key this year. Recommending use of the JSEC was completed.

Action Plan: Continue to encourage use of the JSEC and to take advantage of virtual opportunities.

Residential Services Division
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

% of persons
For persons served served increasing
All Persons
to have family supor maintaining
Served, Resiports (effectiveness) amount of family dential Services
supports

Unpaid Supports Tracking Sheets

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Every Six
Months

More than 70%

Between 50%
and 70%

Less than 50%

65.9%

% of persons
served increasing
All Persons
or maintaining
Served, Resiamount of nondential Services
family/non-staff
supports

Unpaid Supports Tracking Sheets

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Every Six
Months

More than 70%

Between 50%
and 70%

Less than 50%

56.8%

For persons served
to have ‘natural’
supports
(effectiveness)
Trends:

Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21
COVID

2021-22
COVID

Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21
COVID

2021-22
COVID

Family Supports

67.6%

37.2%

31.1%

10.3%

65.9%

Natural Supports

40.9%

41.8%

60.5%

4.7%

56.8%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: This year’s results are likely artificially impacted by the significant reduction in the results from 2020-21. In that year, the impact of
COVID had reduced access to unpaid supports so much that the results were likely artificially low. This means that a bounce back in 2021-22, when COVID restrictions were
generally lighter, may have been inevitable. This year, persons served saw an average increase of 15.9 hours of family supports and 4.2 hours of natural supports after seeing decreases last year (6.3 hours and 2.5 hours, respectively). In general, support totals approximated around 60% of what they were in pre-pandemic 2019-20. On the
surface, this would make sense, as one would expect an improvement over the first pandemic year, but not a return ot full supports. What can’t be easily quantified is the
quality of the supports, though one must surmise that they did not see a significant increase.
Follow-up Completed: Attempts were made to use technology to keep ‘face to face’ interactions in place, but this was not always optimal for persons served, or may not
have bene desired.

Action Plan: Significant retraining around the importance of natural supports will have to be introduced when it is feasible to do so. To this end, CLKD has been allocated
$20,000 from the Joint Staff Education Committee to take on values-based training.

Residential Services Division
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To reduce medication errors
(supplemental)
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Number of ‘Tier
1’ medication
errors

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

All persons
Nucleus Labs April 1, 2021- Every Three
served, ResiReport
March 31, 2022
Months
dential Services

Year

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Number of Tier
1 Errors

95

101

77

85

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Between 60
and 80

Less than 60

More than 80

86

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
92

86

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Please note that previous reports incorrectly listed the 2018-19 figure as 87 instead of 77.
“Tier 1” medication errors are those errors that resulted in a significant issue with a person served receiving their medication: Non administrations, administration at the
wrong time, to the wrong person, or the wrong medication.
While the target was not met this year, it is felt that the results could have been much worse given the COVID circumstances.:
- Significantly higher staff turnover (see results elsewhere in report), resulting in more new staff being trained and having to account for learning curve and mistakes that
come with it.
- General working conditions that come with COVID, including significant amounts of PPE and generally increased stress levels.
- Because of closure of day programs, homes are full at virtually all times, creating a much more chaotic atmosphere.
- Supervisor time has been stretched, meaning that follow-up around errors has been less timely or inconsistent.
Follow-up Completed: A new follow-up procedure was established for 2021-22, but as noted, supervisor time being stretched has meant inconsistent application.
Mowat has consistently been a location with a large number of errors, potentially attributable to a less than optimal environment for med administration. The move to a
new home at Clover may positively impact this location. Statistical analysis of errors sent to program leaders with individual strategies set for locations.
Action Plan: Focused training with locations with higher numbers of errors. Full establishment of previously planned new follow-up procedure.

Residential Services Division
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Number of staff
To ensure access to
taking training in
augmented commuAll Staff, Resi- Training Rec- April 1, 2021augmented comOnce A Year
nication systems
dential Services
ords
March 31, 2022
munication sys(service access)
tems
Trends:

Year

2018-19

2019-20

Number of
staff training

4

4

At least 4

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)

more.

really look at improvement strategies

2 or 3

Less than 2

10

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID

3

10

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Most opportunities available were virtual, which staff took advantage of. A large majority of the staff (90%) were linked to a program
where a newly-received person served is deaf and uses sign language, which created a significant incentive for staff to enhance their communication skills. Six staff took
part in ASL virtual classes , while another three took concentrated 1:1 training with a trainer. Seven of the requests were facilitated through requests to the Joint Staff
Education Committee (JSEC).
Follow-up Completed: At the location providing new supports to the individual who is deaf, staff were encouraged to seek out training as needed, but they deserve the
credit for following through accordingly. The JSEC will advise staff that requests will continue to be looked upon favorably.
Action Plan: Continue to encourage JSEC applications in this area and stress to staff that training will be facilitated by CLKD.

Community Services Division — Supported Independent Living
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Ensure that persons
served have a chosen, meaningful valued social role
(effectiveness)
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

% of persons
served with notAll Persons
ed social role
Served, Comidentified in per- munity Services
sonal plan

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Personal
Plans

Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Results

28%

60%

69%

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Annually

More than 75%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 65%
and 75%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 65%

57.2%

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
65.4%

57.2%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: As noted last year, the definition of ‘socially valued role’ is interpretive, which does impact reliability. This is mitigated by having only
the program Manager involved in examining data so that it is consistently interpreted. The data also considers all files, even those without a current (annual) plan uploaded
(there can be delays in the time that it takes to get completed plans into Nucleus). If these plans were excluded, the results would rise to 77%

Follow-up Completed: Concepts related to socially valued roles were highlighted at team meetings. The primary challenge at present may just be in ensuring that personal plans, or, alternatively, the POMS feature of Nucleus (which tracks goals) are up to date. The program Manager has met with program Coordinators to address this issue.
Another factor contributing in this area is that there was a higher-than-usual turnover in Facilitators in the past year, with the transition likely seeping into plan completion.

Action Plan: Reinforce with Coordinators and Facilitators the importance of updating POMS and ensuring plan completion.

Community Services Division — Supported Independent Living
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure that persons served enter
service as soon as
possible after funding is identified
(service access)
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

% of persons
All Persons
served in service
Nucleus Labs April 1, 2021Served, ComOnce A Year
within 60 days of
Report
March 31, 2022
munity Services
funding approval

At least 75%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 50%
and 75%

Year

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Target Rate
Met

100%

100%

80%

100%

88%

75%

We need to
work on it
We can do much
better, and need to
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 50%

How did we
actually do?
(Results)

75%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: This is based on data for eight referrals (last year: 9, 2020-21: 5, 2019-20: 5). The shortest response was immediate (last year: 1 day). The
longest was 138 days (last year: 94). The average was 33.8 days (last year: 18.5). The median response time was 0 days.
Follow-up Completed: COVID and the constant required program changes that resulted impacted the quickness of responses this year. CLKD has had to be judicious about
seeking and acting on referral for services because of such impacts. Diligence and planning is the general approach taken to organizing these responses.

Action Plan: Current approaches will be maintained for the time being, with a reassessment as COVID dictates.

Family Services Division—Family Home
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Ensure continuity of
Family Home living
arrangements
(effectiveness)
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

% of persons
served maintaining family home
arrangement for
entire year

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Persons
Served in a
’Traditional’
Family Home
arrangement

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Program Coordinator

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021Once a Year More than 90%
March 31, 2022

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 80%
and 90%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 80%

90%

Year

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21
COVID

2021-22
COVID

Maintenance Rate

100%

95.5%

90%

93%

85%

96%

91.7%

83.3%

100%

90%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: There was one discontinuation this year, which was the result of a person served moving into a more intensive residential program because of changing needs.
Follow-up Completed: None formal. Flexibility around service provision and ensuring that proper matches are made from the outset continue to be primary strategies.
Action Plan: Continue with current practices.

Family Services Division—Family Home
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure that there
are family home
providers available
when vacancies
arise (service access)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

# of new Family
Home providers
recruited,
screened and
approved

All Providers,
Family Home
program

Year

2018-19

2019-20

# Providers

4

2

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Program Coordinator

April 1, 2021Once A Year
March 31, 2022

At least 2

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)

more.

really look at improvement strategies

At least 1

None

1

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
1

1

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: As was the case last year, the program continued to recruit only on an as-needed basis instead of a broader proactive strategy. The
small size of the program and the impacts of COVID necessitated this approach.
Follow-up Completed: None formal.

Action Plan: Continue with current approaches, as they have been sufficient to meet needs of persons served. However, given this change in recruitment approaches, it
may not make sense to look at the number of recruited families as opposed to how long it takes to complete a targeted recruitment. The measure will be changed accordingly next year.

Family Services Division—Respite
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Ensure usage of Respite House
(effectiveness)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

% of days respite
house is utilized
for funded or
private respite

Respite House

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Program Coordinator

April 1, 2021Once a Year More than 80%
March 31, 2022

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 65%
and 80%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 65%

60.27%

Trends:

Year

2012-13

2013-14

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

% Usage

88.35%

93.9%

69%

69.6%

70.7%

70.9%

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
52.6%

60.27%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The Respite house was closed entirely for April and May 2021 because of renovations. From June 2021 to early December 2021, it was
used almost twelve hours a day every day. From early December 2021 to end of March 2022, it was used a maximum of two days a week, as Respite was significantly curtailed because of COVID lockdowns and associated staff redeployments.
It should be noted that this measure only measures the number of days that the home is utilized, even if it is only for a few hours. As such, the data may not reflect times
where the daily usage of the house may be shorter or longer.
Due to space considerations, data for 2014-15 and 2015-16 not included above.

Follow-up Completed: As planned last year, the home was renovated to remove the shared bedroom model. The home continued to be used as creatively and as much as
possible within the restrictions that renovations and COVID imposed.
Action Plan: With COVID restrictions being largely lifted in Ontario in 2022-23, it is hoped that regular usage will again be re-established.

Family Services Division—Respite
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure that respite allocations are
being effectively
used. (service access)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

% of Family
All persons
Home respite
served, Respite
allocation utilized
program

Program Coordinator

Year

2018-19

2019-20

% Usage

70.7%

83.3%

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021Once A Year More than 85%
March 31, 2022

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 65%
and 85%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 65%

72%

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
21.25%

72%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: As noted last year, COVID had a large impact in this area, as many families/providers did not feel that overnight/extended respite was
worth pursuing due to potential exposure risks. That said, the usage rate did bounce back to just over what it was pre-COVID in 2018-19.

Follow-up Completed: The service has attempted to help ways to assist families to secure safe respite in the COVID world over the past year, which has statistically seen
some degree of success.

Action Plan: To continue with previous processes that were successful ant assisting with allocation, which was dependent on program flexibility and collaboration between program staff and providers/families.

Family Services Division— Child Care Resource Consultant Services
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Ensure maximum
usage adaptive
equipment in the
resource library
(effectiveness)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

% of time adapAll adaptive
Nucleus Labs April 1, 2021tive seating items equipment in
Once a Year
database
March 31, 2022
that were on loan resource library

Year
% Usage

How are we hoping to do (target)?

At least 60%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 50%
and 60%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 50%

15.9%

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
22.2%

15.9%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion:
Three items (both related to adaptive seating) were loaned out for the entire year. Two other items (again seating-related) were loaned for over 90% of the year.
There were 55 adaptive items in the resource library. Of these, 29.1% were loaned out at some point in the year, leaving 70.9% not loaned out at all.

COVID had a large impact on equipment use this year. Because of provincial restrictions, Resource Consultants have not visited sites nearly as often as usual, and physiotherapists and occupational therapists who might recommend use of items have also not been able to visit sites. Estrangement during COVID has also likely led to these
professionals not being fully aware of the items available.
Follow-up Completed: None formal to this point.
Action Plan: The program will explore developing a catalogue of items so that centres and professionals know what items are available.

Family Services Division— Child Care Resource Consultant Services
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

To ensure that fami% of persons
lies receive service
All new referserved in service
Nucleus Labs April 1, 2021as quickly as possirals, CCRCS proOnce A Year More than 67%
within 60 days of
Reports
March 31, 2022
ble after referral
gram
referral
(service access)

Trends:

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 50%
and 67%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 50%

Year

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Success Rate

77%

67%

86.2%

97.5%

83.5%

89.5%

95.1%

95.1%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: This data is based off of 95 completed referrals (2020-21: 61, 2019-20: 85, 2018-19: 82). The average wait time was 32.8 days (2020-21:
23, 2019-20: 40.7, 2018-19: 26.5). The shortest wait time was zero days (2020-21: 9, previous two years: 0). The longest wait was 99 days (2020-21: 99, 2019-20: 117,
2018-19: 69). The median wait time was 30 days (last year: 19). The overall data suggests a slightly slower though very acceptable response time.

Follow-up Completed: Contactless processes for intake were developed in 2020-21 and stayed in place in 2021-22.
Action Plan: Continue with developed contactless processes and monitor as COVID wanes. Given recent success, the targets will be raised to 80% for ‘Awesome’, 65% to
80% for ‘Not Too Bad’, and more than 65% for ‘We Need to Work On It’.

Family Services Division— Family Support
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

# of monthly
Ensure that families
drop in and parhave access to inforAll drop ins and
ent groups and
Program Comation, outreach
virtual sessions,
virtual sessions
ordinator
and support
Family Support
attended by fami(effectiveness)
lies

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021Once a Year
March 31, 2022

At least 50

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 35
and 50

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 35

111

Trends:

Year

2020-21 COVID

2021-22

# of Participants

78

111

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Five months saw double-digit participants, with three of those being months that included presentations. Overall, twenty participants
were for presentations and the others for drop-ins.
Presentations were all held virtually, while drop-ins were done via email, telephone, virtual methods, and in-person meetings.

Follow-up Completed: Maintaining as much flexibility as possible, especially in the COVID world, has ben the main strategy to welcome families. Instead of having static
drop-in times, the program changed this to a more flexible model designed to meet the needs of families.
Presentations this year were focused on topics such as how to complete applications for SSAH, ACSD and disability tax credits. Times of presentations were also changed to
better meet the needs of stakeholders.

Action Plan: Continue with new approaches implemented in 2021-22.

Family Services Division— Family Support
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

To ensure that fami% of persons
lies receive service
served in service
as quickly as possiwithin 90 days of
ble after referral
referral
(service access)
Trends:

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All new referrals, Family
Support program

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Nucleus Labs April 1, 2021Once A Year More than 67%
Reports
March 31, 2022

Year

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Success Rate

74%

84.8%

91.36%

27.2%

20.7%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 50%
and 67%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 50%

95.6%

2020-21 COVID 2021-22 COVID
9.1%

95.6%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Note that for the period from 2015 to 2020, success was based on meeting a 60-day target. This was adjusted to 90 days in 2020-21.
However, the program would easily have met a 60-day target with 88.9% success this year.
The average wait period was 26.4 days (2018-19: 134, 2019-20: 118, 2020-21: 26.4). The shortest wait time was 0 days (2018-19: 7, 2019-20: 0, 2020-21: 0). The longest
wait time was 116 days (2018-19: 273, 2019-20: 211, 2020-21: 270). The median wait time was 21 days (2019-20: 123, 2020-21: 196). This data is based on 45 completed
referrals (2019-20: 29, 2020-21: 22)
Follow-up Completed: Family Support has adjusted their supports to have different levels that include Active, Brief, and Drop-In in an attempt to create more of a ‘flowthrough’ program. This has allowed the program to close the files of families with whom they were not actively planning while assuring them that they could come back if
they encounter a crisis. This has allowed caseloads to be freed up in such a way as to allow for those waiting for service start to be tackled more quickly. This has also
helped keep caseload numbers at a more reasonable level.
In addition, steps have been taken to reduce the number of staff participating on external committees so that increased time can be spent on core work.
Action Plan: To continue with new program structure and monitor impact on service start.

Employment Services Division— Organization Employment Supports/Kwik Shred
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

For persons served
to work frequently
at Kwik Shred for
minimum wage
(effectiveness)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

% of ‘regular’
persons served
staff working at
least one shift
per week.

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All persons
served working
at Kwik Shred

Employee
time sheets

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021Once A Year
March 31, 2022

Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Success Rate

100%

100%

0%

100%

To ensure that the
Amount of revenewly redesigned
All expenses
nue generated
Kwik Shred is finanand revenues at
above basic opercially viable
Kwik Shred
ating costs
(efficiency).
Trends:

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Finance records

April 1, 2021Once a year
March 31, 2022

Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Revenue Above
Cost

$70,000

$33,000

-$51,000

-87,286

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
do?
We can do much
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

100%

Between 80%
and 100%

Less than 80%

100%

At least
$80,000

Between
$70,000 and
$80,000

Less than
$70,000

-$87,2286

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The return to 100% of person served staff working regularly was aided by not having to shut down the operation due to COVID as had
been the case the previous year. For operating costs, there were several extenuating costs that contributed to this figure, including large vehicle expenditures and the fact
that Kwik Shred staff were excluded from provincial wage enhancement funding, meaning that it needed to be absorbed by the program.

Follow-up Completed: Use of external experts to seek methods to diversify revenue streams. Action Plan: Implement actions to diversify revenue streams. .

Employment Services Division— Organization Employment Supports/Kwik Shred
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Use Kwik Shred as a
flow-through model
to generate employment opportunities
(Service access)

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Number of person served staff
flowing through
Kwik Shred to
other employment

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

All persons
Employment April 1, 2021served working
Once A Year
Records
March 31, 2022
at Kwik Shred

Year

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Success Rate

1

1

How are we hoping to do (target)?

2 or more

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
do?
We can do much
better, and need to
(Results)

more.

really look at improvement strategies

At least 1

None

1

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The disruption caused by COVID may have had an impact on the ambitions of the person served staff this year, as it was a challenging
time to think about taking on something new. This year’s crew at Kwik Shred numbered only around ten for much of the year.
Follow-up Completed: Program staff continue to encourage person served staff to use Kwik Shred as a springboard to community employment. This is also discussed at
the time of their annual performance evaluations. New person served staff being brought on to Kwik Shred are also counselled about the intention for it to be a flowthrough model to community employment.
Action Plan: Continue with existing strategies noted.

Employment Services Division— Employment Supports
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To secure employment opportunities
for persons served
(Effectiveness)

Secure a Full-Time
Employment Facilitator (efficiency).

Trends:

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Number of individuals served
All persons
securing paid
served, Employemployment of
ment Supports
three months or
longer

Number of
months with a
full-time Employment Facilitator
in place

Employment
Services Staff

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

We need to
work on it

Not too bad

How did
we actually
do?
We can do much
better, and need to
(Results)

We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even

really look at improvement strategies

more.

Nucleus

April 1, 2021Once A Year
March 31, 2022

At least 6

Between 3 and
5

Less than 3

12

HR Records

April 1, 2021Once a year
March 31, 2022

12

Between 6 and
12

Less than 6

11

Year

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Year

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Number of Positions
Secured

1

6

4

12

# of months with fulltime Facilitator

4

11

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: It seems likely that having a full-time Employment Facilitator in place almost year-round (for all but two weeks) influenced the results in
a positive manner. Jobs secured included Coffee Way, Aramark, Landmark Theatre, Boys and Girls Club, Loomis, Purolator, Holiday Inn, Loblaws, and Shoppers Drug Mart.
Follow-up Completed: A number of program activities supported the securement of positions for persons served, including: Fourteen employers being provided job development, five job seekers receiving on the job training, six job seekers receiving virtual job training, eleven job seekers being granted accommodations, two job seekers volunteering to build their skills, twelve job seekers completing a virtual ‘job path’, forming 34 new employer relationships, and doing nine presentations about services
offered.
Action Plan: There is still no confirmed funding for a full-time Employment Facilitator, so this continues to be an effort to be sought out by CLKD.

Employment Services Division— Employment Supports
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

To ensure that preemployment training is available for
person served
(Service Access)

Number of persons served accessing preemployment
training

Persons Served
Program Rec- April 1, 2021Seeking Emords
March 31, 2022
ployment

To ensure that preemployment training resources are
used well (Efficiency)

% of persons
served who access preemployment
training who
complete it

Employment
Program Rec- April 1, 2020Training ParticiOnce A Year
ords
March 31, 2021
pants

Every Six
months

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
do?
We can do much
better, and need
(Results)
to really look at
improvement
strategies

20 or more

Between 10
and 20

Less than 10

12

At least 80%

Between 65%
and 80%

Less than 65%

92%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The service had developed a pre-Employment training program called Job Path. However, because of COVID, this had to be switched
to a virtual model. Feedback received indicated that many job seekers preferred in-person training and were less interested in a virtual option. It was noted that many
high-school aged job seekers, who had endured virtual learning in school for an extended period, were particularly not enthusiastic about the virtual option. In addition,
those who were unsuccessful with the virtual Job Path were not committed to the online learning. They were invited to re-apply when the course could be offered in person.
Follow-up Completed: As noted, the shift to virtual Job Path allowed for pre-employment training to continue in the midst of a community largely shuttered by COVID.
Action Plan: The program has confidence in the Job Path program and will offer it in person as originally planned as COVID allows for it.

Efficiency Measures– All Programs
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

To manage staff absenteeism, which
% of payroll asmakes sure that
signed to sick pay
supports are consistent (efficiency)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time periare we
great result that
od did we look measuring
shows all of the
at (Time of
this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

CCRCS, Family
Support: Less than
3%

All staff year
2021

Dayforce (HR
and Payroll
Software)

2021 Calendar
Year

Every Six
Months

CIP, Employment,
Family Home, Respite, SIL: Less than
4%

CCRCS, Family
Support: 3 to 4%
CIP, Employment,
Family Home, Respite, SIL: 4 to 5%

Residential: Less
than 5%

Residential: 5 to
6%

We need to
work on it
We can do much
better, and need to
really look at improvement strategies

How did
we actually
do?
(Results)

CCRCS, Family Support: More than 4%
CIP, Employment,
Family Home, Respite, SIL: More than
5%

See chart
below.

Residential: More
than 6%

Results:
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020 COVID 2021 COVID

CIP

5.53%

3.79% 2.98% 3.07% 4.19% 2.22%

3.25%

3.08%

2.99%

3.54%

Residential

4.84%

4.99% 5.15% 518% 3.84% 3.67%

5.29%

5.03%

3.96%

6.07%

SIL

1.87%

2.25% 2.98% 3.75% 2.91% 2.56%

3.57%

3.74%

3.41%

4.35%

Family Support

1.81%

0.88% 3.47% 1.36% 2.73% 0.19%

2.07%

4.41%

3.27%

2.94%

CCRCS

2.35%

2.74% 2.49% 1.54% 1.63% 1.26%

2.01%

2.16%

2.15%

0.97%

4.82%

2.60%

4.15%

3.5%

3.27%

2.65%

Employment
Family Home and Respite

2.86%

2.38% 4.81%

1%

1.9%

1.45%

2.10%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: COVID continued to have a significant impact on sick rates in 2021, especially given that Public Health directives required isolation periods
of up to ten days in the case of many close contacts. Sick rates increased over the past three months of 2021 as more virulent strains of COVID became dominant. Some non
-sick pay consideration was put in place in the early stages of the pandemic that may have caused 2020 figures to be slightly lower than actual.
Follow-up Completed: While managing absenteeism is important, the organization could not put a priority on it in 2021. The need to adhere to public health directives
required staff absences. In addition, the continuing emotional toll of COVID impacted staff greatly, especially in those programs geared more towards direct support or 24hour services. As such, CLKD continued it’s suspension of the Attendance Management Program in 2021.

Action Plan: Continue with current practices. Continue efforts to increase awareness of workplace wellness and managing pandemic stressors. Many of these efforts have
already (and will continue to be) led by the Wellness at Work committee.

Who Works for CLKD?
As measured February 2022. This document captures those who are currently employed by CLKD.

Position and Description

FullTime

PartTime

Directors: Oversight of all functions in a broad structural area of the organization
(Operations, Finance, Human Resources, etc.).

4

0

Managers: Oversight of all functions in a specific program area (Residential, Community Services, Family Services, CIP, Employment, Human Resources, Quality Assurance, Properties)

8

0

Administration: Perform duties that provide administrative support in the organization
(Scheduling, Payroll/Benefits, Finance, Reception, HR)

10

1*

Coordinators: Day-to-day supervision of programs and associated staff teams, ensure quality of supports to persons served (active in all areas of service)

18

11**

Consultant/Therapist: Provide broad consultation services to community and to persons
served (Behaviour Therapist, Child Care Resource Consultants)

6

0

Facilitators: Perform case management functions and direct personal planning functions,
while also providing direct support (active in all areas of service)

62

7**

Maintenance: Performs key maintenance functions throughout organization

1

1*

Direct Support Professionals: Provide direct service to persons served, ensuring that they
receive supports consistent with their goals/Personal Plan, and agency mission

24

129

Production Assistants: Ensure that contracts and production needs at Kwik Shred are met.

0

7*

Volunteers: Provide additional supports to persons served in an unpaid capacity.

0

115

Students: Complete short term post-secondary practicums by augmenting supports at CLKD

1

1

Staff on Leave (work in various capacities)

21

21

*Includes Persons Served who work for organization in a non-union role
** These staff also have permanent assignments elsewhere and will be listed in all capacities in which they work. Most Coordinator cases are ‘backup ‘to existing Coordinators who may be
away for brief periods. Most Facilitator assignments are long-term.

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

To ensure staff
health and safety

OSHA Recordable
Injury Rate

To ensure staff
health and safety

OSHA Lost Time
Case Rate

Trends:

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

We need to
work on it

Not too bad

How did
we actualWe can do much
ly do?
better, and need to
(Results)

We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

really look at improvement strategies

All Staff

WSIB ReApril 1, 2021ports, DayMarch 31, 2022
force reports

Every Six
Months

0 per 100 FTE

Between 0 and
3 per 100 FTE

More than 3
per FTE

8.04

All Staff

WSIB ReApril 1, 2021ports, DayMarch 31, 2022
force reports

Every Six
Months

0 per 100 FTE

Between 0 and
1 per 100 FTE

More than 1
per FTE

5.23

Year

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21
COVID

2021-22
COVID

Recordable
Injury Rate

2.03

2.49

2.38

3.58

2.95

5.99

6.66

2.53

3.28

8.04

Year

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21
COVID

2021-22 COVID

Lost Time Case
Rate

0.95

2.24

0.42

0.86

0.83

0.72

0.82

5.23

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: There were twenty injuries reported to WSIB this year. This was up from the previous two years (2020-21: 8, 2019-20: 7) but comparable to the two previous years when there were fourteen and sixteen respectively). Injuries reported to WSIB this year included staff being struck by persons served (3),
slips/trips/falls (3), vehicle accidents (2), lifting (4) and several related to COVID. The lost time injuries included two slip/trip/falls, a repetitive strain injury, a lift, and several COVID. Two of the lost time injuries were initially approved by WSIB, but subsequently denied or suspended after further investigation.
Follow-up Completed: WSIB’s expectations around reporting for COVID changed over the course of the reporting period, but CLKD will continue to adhere to their requirements. Over the course of the year, CLKD was able to find creative ways to keep people working such that there were fewer lost time scenarios.

Action Plan: Continue to investigate lost-time injuries and report back to JHSC. Adhere to all Public Health and MCCSS guidelines related to COVID.

Business Function Measures— Supplemental Information
The following is a summary of staff injuries in the 2021-22 fiscal year. No targets are associated with this data at this point, and this information
should be considered supplemental to the agency’s other health and safety business targets.
Category

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

Number of Fatalities
Number of WSIBreportable injuries
Number of LostTime Injuries
Total Number of
Hours Lost
Number of nonWSIB reportable
injuries
Types of Injuries

0

0

0

0

0

14

16

7

8

20

2

2*

2

2

13*

228

210

139

266

1908*

20

23

28

26

39

Lift/Transfer/Physical
Support with Person
Served: 9

Lift/Transfer/Physical
Support with Person
Served: 11

Lift/Transfer/
Physical Support
with Person
Served: 7

Lift/Transfer/Physical
Support with Person
Served: 6

Lift/Transfer/Physical Support with a
Person Served: 11

Slip, Trip or Fall 10

Slip, Trip or Fall 14
Slip, Trip or Fall: 9

Aggression by person
served: 7

Bumped Head 4

Bumped Head 2
Bumped Head 0

Aggression by Person
Served 4
Cut Caused by Object
2

Aggression by Person
Served 4
Cut Caused by Object
0

Aggression by Person Served: 11
Cut Caused by Object 0

Other lifting (items) 4
Other 4

Other lifting
(items) 2
Other 6

*One non-union injury lost time injury in both 2018-19 and 2021-22

Slip, Trip, or Fall: 6

Slip, Trip or Fall: 8
Aggression by person served: 5
Cut/Scrape: 1

Cut/Scrape caused by
object: 5

Other lifting: 3

Other Lifting (items): 2

Vehicle Accident: 2

Other 8

COVID: 22 (those that seem to have a
workplace connection)

(slammed car door on
head, hit head on freezer
door, abrasion from car
wash spray, allergic reaction, etc.)

Other: 6 (repetitive strain, breathe in
fire retardant, walked into door, pinch
in vehicle lift, hit by bin lid, drop item
on foot)

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To manage longterm costs
Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Unfunded Liabilities (in dollars) in
Excess of 30 Days

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Staff

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Finance Reports

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Every Six
Months

Less than
$85,000

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between
$85,000 and
$100,000

Year

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Amount

$89, 523

$89, 662

$50, 582

$46, 087

$144,301

$11,582

We need to
work on it

How did
we actualWe can do much
ly do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

More than
$100,000

$11,582

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The increase in unfunded liabilities in 2020-21 was largely the result of COVID. There had been some limitations around time off approvals in that year, and staff also reported being less inclined to take time off because of community restrictions/precautions. In 2021-22, there were fewer restrictions around
time off approvals and few unapproved requests (except for those submitted last minute), though some staff still reported a challenge managing desired time off for a variety of reasons. Unfunded liabilities continued to balloon in 2021-22 among (mostly) those staff who accrue maximum levels of vacations (six weeks per year, with some
additional long-service days). The organization saw this situation as untenable, as it had significant impact on the long-term financial health of the organization.
Total unfunded liabilities (after the payout noted below) were $653,774 as of April 2022.
Follow-up Completed: In previous years, attempts to work with staff to reduce their vacation time when it has reached a high level were not very successful. While retrying this approach is always desirable, the organization was approved for funding from MCCSS to pay out any accruals in excess of thirty days, as allowed for by the Collective Agreement. While CLKD knew that this may not be the desired route of all staff, the funding opportunity presented itself and the organization felt that it was the
most prudent path forward. The organization has long automatically paid out any time over 40 hours in staff lieu banks and continued with this practice.
Action Plan: As was done in 2021, hire sufficient summer staff to try to allow for maximum vacation usage. This is likely to be challenging given the recruitment issues
across the sector in Ontario.
Work with staff to lower vacation levels ‘in real time’ when they approach high figures. Distribution of regular accrual reports to Managers/Scheduling.

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

To ensure consistent Part-Time Turnostaffing
ver Rate
Trends:

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Part-Time
Staff

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Dayforce and
April 1, 2021Other HR
Once A Year
March 31, 2022
Records

Less than 15%

Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Amount

25.2%

38.7%

28.1%

25.4%

46.5%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 15%
and 25%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

More than 25%

46.5%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: It continues to be difficult to assess this data this year, as COVID has continued to create working conditions and a job market that are
very different than it was pre-pandemic. That said, this accounts for a significant increase in part-time turnover that is very concerning and has a big impact on supports.
The full-time turnover rate was 7.87%, which more than doubles the previous year’s rate of 3.77% (2019-20 rate was 2.3%). The overall turnover rate was 26.02%, which
more than doubled the previous year (2020-21: 12.71%, 2019-20: 15.80%).
Of this year’s overall separations, 51.4% were in Residential (last year: 70.6%) and 28.6% were in Community Services (last year: 17.6%). While this is a large variance year
over year, it is worth noting that these are the two 24-hour models at CLKD, and that combined totals (this year: 80% and last year 78.2%) are similar. That said, these are
the two largest staff pools by a significant amount, and many staff from other programs were redeployed to them again this year.
The primary reason for departures were (as indicated by the staff during exit processes): New Job-Full time 37.7% (last year 35.3%), no reason given 14.5% (last year
14.7%), other part-time job 8.7% (last year: 2.9%), return to school 5.8% (last year: 5.8%), retirement 4.4% (last year 2.9%), moved from Kingston 13% (last year: 2.9%),
staff listed as ‘bad fit’ by agency (e.g., quit within training period) 8.7% (last year: 11.7%), probation termination 2.9% (last year: 8.8%).
The tenure of those leaving was: Less than six months 20% (last year: 33.3%), six to twelve months 17.1% (last year: 3.3%), 1-3 years: 34.39% (last year: 26.7%). This indicates that CLKD continues to lose a significant amount of staff within the first year (around 40% of departing staff).
Follow-up Completed: There have been renewed efforts around recruitment and retention through a new HR Manager position, but it is statistically yet to have shown
success. The initiative has worked towards finding more diverse hiring pools. Retention is a significant issue across the labour market, with other DS agencies expressing
similar frustrations to what is being seen at CLKD.
Action Plan: The organization appreciates the impact that this issue has on all facets of operations. A more significant action plan will be developed early in 2022.

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure that appropriate applicants
are being recruited

Trends: .

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Number of hires
stemming from
employee referral program

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Staff

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

HR Records

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

April 1, 2021March 31, 2022

Year

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Amount

7

7

6

Annually

10 or more

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 6 and
10

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 6

6

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: Almost all referrals resulted in a hire. Hiring in general has been an ongoing challenge, as it is across the workforce.
Follow-up Completed: Due to a variety of external factors, the referral program was not well publicized in 2021-22, with reminders to program staff not being regularly
completed, nor with new hires being routinely made aware of the program.
Action Plan: Ensure that new staff are made aware of referral program. Send out reminders/updates to all staff about existence of program and progress made while
using it. Develop policy to firm up referral practice.

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

To ensure regular
feedback to staff

Trends:

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

% of Staff Who
Have Had A Performance Appraisal Within the
Past Two Years

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

All Staff

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

Surge Records

How are we hoping to do (target)?

What time
period did we
look at (Time
of Measurement)?

Measured as of
March 28, 2022

Awesome
How often
This would be a
are we
great result that
measuring
shows all of the
this (Follow hard work we do
up Interfor persons served
val)?

Every Six
Months

More than 75%

Year

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21 COVID

2021-22 COVID

Amount

32%

73.5%

71.2%

65%

38.9%

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 60%
and 75%

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 60%

38.9%

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: COVID continues to have a significant impact on completion of appraisals. The time of supervisors has continued to be extremely
stretched while dealing with COVID-related issues and the organization has decided to not prioritize appraisals being completed. Continuous redeployments of staff and an
increase in the number of new staff have contributed to these challenges.
Follow-up Completed: With the challenges brought by COVID, being diligent around appraisal follow-up was an item that the organization had to briefly de-prioritize.
Previous practices had been to send updated appraisal lists to Coordinators on a monthly basis.

Action Plan: Ensure distribution of appraisal due dates to supervisors on a monthly basis. Implement more ways to streamline appraisal process, including use of sample
standardized comments.

Business Function Measures
What are we doing and how are we doing it?

What are we trying
to achieve?
(Outcome)

What are we
measuring?
(Indicator)

Who are we
looking at?
(Target Population Applied)

Ensure that Best
Average # of ApApplicants Are Cho- plicants for Each
sen for Promotion Internal Full-Time
Opportunities
Position

Trends:

All Staff

Where are
we getting
the data
(Data
Source)?

HR Records

How are we hoping to do (target)?

Awesome
How often
This would be a
What time peare we
great result that
riod did we
measuring
shows all of the
look at (Time of this (Follow hard work we do
Measurement)?
up Interfor persons served
val)?

2021 calendar
year

Annually

Year

2018

2019

2020 COVID

2021 COVID

# of Applicants

6.89 (Historical
– no goal set)

6.4 (Historical–
no goal set)

4

5.3

At least 8

Not too bad
We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

Between 5 and
7

We need to
work on it

How did
we actually
We can do much
do?
better, and need to
(Results)
really look at improvement strategies

Less than 5

5.3

Extenuating Factors/Discussion: The number of posted internal jobs was much higher this year (48) than in previous years (2018: 39, 2019: 31, 2020: 15). Positions in CIP
are by far the most popular every year (average this year: 7), likely influenced by the attractive schedule in that program. Residential positions are typically the least applied for (average: 4.7 this year). By band, there was only one position posted above the Facilitator band. Facilitator positions saw an average of six applicants, followed
by 5.7 for DSP positions and 2.6 for overnight DSP positions. Permanent positions were applied for slightly more often than contract positions (average of 5.8 vs 4.8).

Feedback received suggests that there are incorrect assumptions and misinformation about the selection process. Some staff have reported that they have been told not
to apply for positions outside of their existing programs or that people are selected for jobs before they are even posted, which is incorrect.
Follow-up Completed: There has been no significant formal follow-up around this in the past other than verbally encouraging those who did apply for positions and were
not successful that they should continue to put their name forward. Unsuccessful applicants are offered the opportunity to discuss their application and how to bolster
their chances in the future.
Action Plan: CLKD will send additional communication to staff that a) encourages interested parties to apply regardless of any misperceptions that may exist; b) reminds
applicants that each competition brings out different applicants and that nothing is pre-determined; c) reinforces to unsuccessful applicants that they should continue to
apply; d) sheds additional light on the selection process and rating criteria.

Surveys— All Programs
What Question Did We Ask?

All Questions Were Asked on a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ Basis, unless otherwise noted.
We Want As Many ‘Yes’ Answers as Possible in the Results.
This survey was designed specifically to get feedback about CLKD’s response to COVID-19

How are we hoping to do (target)?
Awesome

Not too bad

This would be a
great result that
shows all of the
hard work we do
for persons served

We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it
We can do much
better, and need to
really look at improvement strategies

How did we actually do? (Results)

Was everything about COVID explained to you in a way that you were able to understand?

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

88.6%
Last year: 95.8%

Were CLKD staff able to answer your questions about COVID?
(Positive rate is of those who noted that they had asked questions)

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

80%
Last year: 97.1%

Do you feel safe from the virus when supported by CLKD?

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

94.2%
Last year: 93.8%

CLKD’s services have changed a lot during COVID. Have the services kept meeting your basic
needs?

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

91.4%
Last year: 81.3%

Additional Question:
Everyone hopes that things get back to normal in the world soon. Are you nervous or frightened as the community opens up again?
I’m not nervous at all. I’m ready for my old supports to resume
65.6%
I’m a bit nervous, but am OK for most of my old supports to return
18.7%
I’m still nervous, so I'd rather not go back to my old supports until it is safer 6.25%

Response Distribution:
Residential Services:
77.2%
Community Services: 14.3%
CIP:
11.4%
Family Services:
8.3%
Employment Supports 2.86%
There were no discernable differences in the satisfaction level of respondents based on the programs in which they received support.
Figures may add up to more than 100%, as respondents could select more than one program.

Surveys— Child Care Resource Consultant Services
What Question Did We Ask?

How are we hoping to do (target)?

All Questions Were Asked on a Yes or No Basis, unless otherwise noted.
We Want As Many ‘Yes’ Answers as Possible in the Results.

Awesome

Not too bad

This would be a
great result that
shows all of the
hard work we do
for persons served

We can do better.
It shows that we
are on the right
track but we can
improve even
more.

We need to
work on it
We can do much
better, and need to
really look at improvement strategies

How did we actually do? (Results)

When you first started services, was your intake completed in a timely manner?

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

100%
(Last Year: 100%)

The Resource Consultant is flexible in meeting our communication needs (meetings, phone calls,
emails,)

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

100%
(Last Year: 100%)

The information shared with me by the Resource Consultant is useful.

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

100%
(Last Year: 100%)

The Resource Consultant treats our family with respect and dignity

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

100%
(Last Year: 100%)

I am aware that my child has an Individual Program Plan and/or a One Page Profile

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

96.3%
(Last Year: 96.77%)

The Resource Consultant makes us aware of other services in the community as necessary

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

91.89%
(Last Year: 96.88%)

The Resource Consultant was helpful in assisting us with our child’s transition to school

90% or better

Between 80%
and 90%

Less than 80%

95.2%
(Last Year: 95%)

At least 90%

Between 80%
and 90%

Please rate your overall satisfaction with the services offered by Child Care Resource Consultant
Services (Outstanding, Above Average, Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory)

Outstanding or
Above Average

Outstanding or
Above Average

94.59%
Less than 80%
Outstanding or
Above Average

Outstanding– 78.38%
Above Average– 16.22%
Satisfactory– 5.4%
Unsatisfactory– 0%
(Last Year: 90.63%)

Who Responded to the Survey
By Area:
City of Kingston: 83.78%
Frontenac Township: 10.81%
Other: 5.41

By Age of Children In Service:
0 to 2 Years: 5.41%
2 to 6 Years: 81.08%
6 to 12 Years: 13.51%

By Length of Involvement with CCRCS
Less than 6 months:
18.92%
6 to 12 months:
18.92%
1 to 2 years:
35.41%
2+ years
27.03%

Surveys— Community Partners
What Question Did We Ask?

How are we hoping to do (target)?
Awesome
Not too bad

This would be a
great result that
We can do better. It shows
shows all of the
that we are on the right track
hard work we do for
but we can improve even
persons served
more.

We need to
work on it
We can do much
better, and need to
really look at improvement strategies

How did we
actually do?
(Results)

I am familiar with the mission, vision, and values of CLKD

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 75%

90.9%

CLKD recently updated their Strategic Plan. Are you familiar with the plan?

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 75%

9.1%

CLKD staff and leadership take a proactive approach to providing information and education
regarding best practices in supporting individuals with intellectual disabilities

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 75%

100%*

How satisfied are you with you or your organization’s relationship with CLKD?

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 75%

88.8%*

How beneficial is the relationship with CLKD to you and your organization?

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 80%

90.9%**

CLKD leadership demonstrates a willingness and eagerness to build strong partnerships and
collaborations.

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 80%

83.3%*

CLKD actively engages in open and challenging conversations.

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 80%

87.5%*

Staff at CLKD are skilled and knowledgeable.

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 80%

100%*

CLKD responds quickly whenever I have a question or concern

85% or better

Between 75% and 85%

Less than 80%

90%

*Of those who indicated they have enough of a relationship to form an opinion ** Rated on a 4-point scale. Those noted responded positively to the question.
Respondent Profile: Note: Respondents may have more than one affiliation, so total may add up to more than 100%
Relationship with CLKD:
Other DS provider 50% Other social service 50% Education 16.7% Volunteer job site 16.7% Childcare Sector 8.3%
Department connection with CLKD: Residential 44.4% Community Services 55.6% Family Home 33.3% Respite 22.2% Family Support 33.3% CCRCS 11.1% CIP 22.2%
Employment 11.1% Human Resources 33.2%
Analysis: There was no discernable difference between satisfaction levels depending on the departments with which respondents were affiliated. All programs saw results
that fell within the same range as the organizational average. There was widespread lack of awareness of CLKD’s Strategic Plan
Follow-up Needed: CLKD needs to make partners aware of Strategic Plan. Social media and mailed versions of the organizations simplified Strategic Plan will be sent out in
2022.

Data Integrity Assurance
A great deal of time and effort goes into collecting the data that is summarized in the preceding pages. However, the collection and summarizing of the data is meaningless if the collected data lacks integrity. A strong agency uses its data to assist in organizational decision-making. Simply put, data that is not accurate or consistent
means that this decision making is being done with bad information. As a result, the right decisions cannot be made. Fortunately, some simple processes can ensure the
integrity of the organization’s data. Some of Community Living Kingston and District’s processes are noted below.

Reliability is meant to ensure that data is collected consistently and in a way that could be reproduced at another time and by other people. Because the organization
does not use standardized tests or measures that can ensure reliability, other steps have been taken:
● Very few personnel are entrusted to tracking data. This tighter circle of staff limits misinterpretation. Those staff that collect data are trained accordingly.
● For all self-reporting measures with some amount of subjectivity, discussions with the team have occurred as to how to ensure that data is coded properly.
● Most data is gleaned directly from reporting functions in the organization’s payroll or client records software, virtually eliminating any danger of the data not
being collected the same way on another occasion.
● Unless otherwise noted, data measures all persons served, not just a sample. This means that reliability issues related to data sampling are not a factor.

Validity simply suggests that the your data measures what it intends to measure.
● The organization’s data is reflective of the needs of stakeholders as gleaned from ISAs and plans, and is reflective of the agency’s mission and values.
● The organization’s focus is not clinical in nature. It depends on the face validity of it’s measure— that is, does common sense indicate that the measure
makes sense to address the area of concern? This face validity is achieved by having various parties from outside the program review measures to determine if
they seem to make sense.

Completeness means that the data is as complete as possible and that obtainable data is not missing, be it intentionally or unintentionally. Incomplete data has little
value, as it may exclude entire groups of persons served or may be missing data that will greatly influence success towards missing a target.
● The number of client records in all spreadsheets is routinely checked against the overall list of persons served to ensure that data is complete.
● All programs have an indicator and no groups are missing from data collection or analysis.
● All attempts are made to find any missing data. Any data that continues to be missing is properly coded in Excel (using the #n/a function, where Excel is still
used) so that the program can process the available data properly.

Accuracy simply means that all data is recorded properly and that any errors are caught and corrected.
● Spot checks are completed by the Quality Improvement Lead to ensure accuracy. This includes a review of distribution of values (when Excel is used)
● Where Excel is used, a frequency distribution of values is run in Excel to look for any values suspected of being inaccurate or outside of normal distribution.

Contact Us
Community Living Kingston and District
Kingston Services: 6-541 Days Road, Kingston ON, K7M 3R8 613-546-6613
Gananoque Services: 26 Mill Street, Gananoque, ON, K7G 3A6
Executive Director
Director of Operations
Director of Finance
Director of Human Resources
Manager, Residential Services
Manager, Family Services
Manager, Community Development
Manager, Community Inclusion
Manager, Community Services
Manager, Properties
Manager, Human Resources
Manager, Quality Assurance

Peter Sproul
Sheri Scott
Matt Luck
Paul Eves
Sherrill Boyes
Erin Impola
Colleen Kelly-Jansen

Rob Andrews
Rob Yeo
Mark Vass
Lisa Macdonald
Jeff Harrison

613-382-7702

peter.sproul@clkingston.ca
sheri.scott@clkingston.ca
matthew.luck@clkingston.ca
paul.eves@clkingston.ca
sherrill.boyes@clkingston.ca
erin.impola@clkingston.ca
colleen.kelly-jansen@clkingston.ca
robert.andrews@clkingston.ca
robert.yeo@clkingston.ca
mark.vass@clkingston.ca
lisa.macdonald@clkingston.ca
jeffrey.harrison@clkingston.ca

Visit our website: www.myclkd.ca
If you have questions about this report, or if you would like this information in an alternate format, please contact Jeff
Harrison (jeffrey.harrison@clkingston.ca). You may also wish to review our Outcomes Report Card, which presents this
information in a simplified manner. The Outcomes Report Card can be found on the agency’s website.

